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Census reports
Kentucky kist
veterans in '90s
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
number of World War II veterans in
Kentucky decreased by nearly
54,000 during the 1990s, according
to new census figures.
The total was 74,457, a 42 percent decline from a decade earlier,
when the total was nearly 128,000.
"We're losing them and losing
them fast," said Marty Pinkston, an
executive staff adviser in the
Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs.
The department calculates that,
on an average day, Kentucky loses
22 military veterans, of whom 17
were in World War II. The federal
government estimates that World
War H veterans nationwide are
dying at the rate of about 300,000
per year. The decline has been
noticeable.
At American Legion Post 7 in
Frankfort, World War II veterans
accounted for about three-fourths of
the membership when Billy Smith
joined 26 years ago. Smith, now the
post commander, said Post 7 currently is down to about 100 World
War II vets out of a total membership of 700.
"Through the years, it. was.gradual at first," said Smith,52, who was
an Army infantryman in Vietnam.
"Then in the last three to four years
— one after the other."
Farther west, it's a similar story
at Post 1913 of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars in Hopkinsville.
"They've been going pretty fast,"
-iard-Riy Barnes, an Army retiree
who is the post's quartermaster."We
had five in July that passed away."
Not that it's much of a conversa-

tion topic."Some of the fellows who
were World War H vets will say,
'Well, our ranks are decreasing,"
Barnes said. "But they don't have
too much to say about it."
It has been a busy period for
World War II veteran Len Shinell
and his mates in a VFW honor guard
that renders military burial honors
for veterans in the Frankfort area.
The honor guard has worked 62
funerals so far this year, eight more
than in all of last year.
"It's amazing the number of
Vietnam and Korea veterans we're
now burying," said Shirrell, a retired
veterinarian. "But the majority —
I'd say 70 percent— are World War
II."
Kentucky has just two remaining
veterans from World War I, according to records of the Kentucky
Department of Veterans Affairs. The
state had 684 in 1990, when the
Census Bureau last counted them
separately.
More than 4,000 of Kentucky's
World War ll veterans were still in
the military during the Korean
Conflict and nearly 1,900 stayed
into the Vietnam era, which began in
1965. Forty-seven thousand had
military service in the Korean era
alone, a decline of 5,000 from 1990.
Veterans of the Vietnam era to the
present totaled nearly 180,000,
down from 195,000 a decade earlier,
the census showed.
As for current military, the census showed that 3.2 percent of black
men were on active duty, a rate four
times that of white men. The rate
was 6.7 percent among men who •
identified themselves as Hispanic or
Latino. The rate for women was less
than 1 percent in all groups.
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Israel set for
possible U.S.
attack on
Iraqi forces

50

1st Day At ECA

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

BACK TO SCHOOL ... Eastwood Christian Academy First Grade teacher Cheryl Milner greeted each of her students this morning as they returned to school for the new year. Today was
ECA's first day of classes for the 2002-03 school year.

CENTS

By The Associated Press
JERUSALEM(AP)— Israel has
asked its security and emergency
services to complete preparations
for a possible U.S. attack on Iraq —
and an Iraqi counterstrike against
Israel — by Nov. I, officials said
today.
The United States has not told
Israel if or when it will attack Iraq,
and Nov. 1 was chosen by Israel as a
"reasonable" deadline for preparations, to make sure no branch of the
security or emergency services
lagged behind, said a senior government official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Security officials, including a
_Scniounicmber of the Home Front
Command, confirmed they have
been asked by the government to
present their plans by Nov. 1.
Israel is getting ready for the possibility that if the United States
attacks Iraq, President Saddam
Hussein will strike against Israel, as
he did during the 1991 Gulf War. In
199), Israel did not respond when
Iraq fired 39 Scud missiles at it, but
officials have publicly said Israel
will retaliate if Baghdad attacks
again.
The officials would not say what
son of preparations would be made.
The army said that the Home Front
Command, responsible for defense
against an attack on Israeli soil, had
held an exercise in the past two
weeks.
The newspaper Maariv reported
that the military was training for a
mssible attack by_chemical or biological weapons, witli soldiers prac-

III See Page 2
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UNION ARMY ... President Bush greets supporters following an address to members of the carpenters union at the Joint Apprenticeship Center, in Neville Island, Pa., Monday.
Congressional leaders will be control.
some of the I70,000_employees who
under strong pressure to recess,
Among pending issues in addi- would be assigned to that agency.
probably in mid-October, and return tion to counterterrorism legislation
Bush has argued that he needs the
to finish their work after the Nov. 5 are bills designed to shore up the flexibility because the agency would
midterm elections. Four incumbent protection of people's pensions and be designed to respond quickly to
Senate Democrats — Tim Johnson to overhaul U.S. energy policy. And threats against domestic security.
of South Dakota, Paul Wellstone of Congress has yet to give final
In his speech at Neville Island,
Minnesota,Tom Harkin of Iowa and approval to any of the 13 federal Pa., on Monday, Bush sought to disJean Carnahan of Missouri — are in appropriations bills for 2003.
miss concerns about workers' rights
tight races that could determine
But the first order of business for in the new department.
whether the party holds onto its one- the Senate is the homeland security
"Anybody who wants to join a
seat majority.
measure. Democrats are balking at union can do so in this crowd" and
In the 435-member House, Bush's insistence on greater power still be part of the new department,
Democrats need to pick up seven to hire and fire and a provision that he said. "But I need the flexibility to
seats to end the GOP's eight-year would bar union membership for ... protect the people."
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Bush wants quick work for security
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Differences
linger
between
President Bush and Senate
Democrats on legislation creating a
homeland security department as
Congress returns from its summer
recess to a host of difficult issues,
including Iraq. ,
Even before members of the
House ,and Senate were back to
work on Capitol Hill, Bush-jaw= boned them about the homeland
security bill that he wants,but which
is still pending in the Senate.
"Congress needs to get moving,"
the president told a Labor Day
crowd near Pittsburgh, demanding
action not only on the new Cabinet
department, but also on legislation
making it easier for businesses to
get insurance against terrorist attack.
Bush, who returned from his
ranch in Crawford, Texas, over the
holiday weekend after a month of
combined leisure and business travel, invited a group of lawmakers to
the White House on Tuesday to discuss the homeland security legislation.
It Was to be the first of several
meetings the White House planned
for this week to push Bush's legislative wish-list.
But this also is a critical campaign season for midterm elections
in which the balance of power in
Congress is in play. So lawmakers
are hoping to get out by early
October, even as they face a fastapproaching deadline for finishing
work on the federal budget.

Submit what you
remember about
September 11, 2001
on-line at

Meth working its
way to southeast
part of state
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Authorities are concerned that two sizable
methamphetamine seizures in three weeks may signal that outside drug
traffickers are targeting southeastern Kentucky.
Police arrested three men on Aug. 9 in Williamsburg for allegedly
attempting to take delivery of 16 pounds of meth. This week, police
seized 29 pounds of meth in London and charged three people with transporting it from Southern California for distribution.
Before this month, most meth cases in the area involved an ounce or
less that had been produced locally, typically in homemade labs.
The two meth shipments from out of state could indicate that large
traffickers are moving into the area, either to try to take over the market
or to establish a base to distribute meth in other states.
"It's raising our concern," said Michael Pelonero, resident agent in
charge of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration office in London.
The DEA investigated both of the large seizures and made arrests with
support from other federal, state and local police.
The first case grew out of a traffic stop in Arizona, in which police
found just over 16 pounds of meth bound for Kentucky. The DEA turned
the delivery into a sting, arresting Calvin Dawson, his son James
Dawson,and Bobby Lovell, all of Rockcastle County, when they showed
up in Williamsburg to allegedly get the shipment. All three were charged
with conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute meth and marijuana.
The second big seizure grew out of a DEA investigation in Southern
California. An informant there told federal drug agents that a large meth
manufacturer had made several shipments of the drug to the LondonCorbin area and was planning another large shipment, according to a
sworn statement from Fred J. Baker, a DEA special agent in the London
office.
Methamphetamine production and trafficking has mushroomed in
Kentucky in recent years as the drug spread from California and across
the Midwest into Hie Eastern United States. In 2001, for instance, the
Kentucky State Police investigated 156 meth labs in Kentucky, said Lt.
Lisa Rudzinski of the KSP. This year, the number could double; state
police had investigated 174 labs as of July 31.
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Tonight...
Partly cloudy
with slight
chance of rain.
Wednesday...
Mostly sunny.
Highs in the
upper 80s.
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Horse Liniment
Eases Arthritis
Pain
OCALA, FL -- An ingredient derived
from hot peppers that decreases inflammation in racehorse's legs,is now recognized as safe and effective for human
use. The ingredient has been formulated into a product called ARTH-Rx''
and comes in a strength- designed for
humans. Researchers are excited and
say the formula can relieve arthritis
pain for millions.
Developed by the Phillips GulfCorporation, ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough in
the-treatment of painful disorders ranging from minor aches and pains to more
serious conditions such as arthritis.
bursitis, rheumatism, tendonitis, backache and more.
Although the mechanism by which
ARTH-Rx works to relieve pain is not
totally clear, scientists suggest that pain
is relieved because ARTH-Rx intercepts
the Messenger substance that sends
pain signals to the brain.
ARTH-Rx is available in a convenient
roll-on applicator without a prescription. According to a spokesperson for
the company, due to the overwhelming
demand for ARTH-Rx,suppliesare sometimes limited. ARTH-Rx can also be ordered by calling 1-800-729-8446.
www.hcdsales.com
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ARTH-Rx is available locally at:
WALTERS PHARMACY
604 S 12th St. • 753-7688

Or at your local:

RITE
AID

LADYSMITH, Wis. (AP) — A
trailer sits in a bank lobby. A convenience store's roof is wrapped
around a tree. The Baptist church is
a pile of rock. The water tower is
collapsed.
The tornado that tore through this
rural northwestern Wisconsin town
of 4,000 people Monday left a path
of destruction that hit at the heart of
downtown. The twister caused
dozens of injuries, but officials say
none appeared to be serious.
Police Chief Norm Rozak told
CBS' "Early Show" this morning
that -no bodie& had been-found in the
rubble and everyonewas accounted
for.
"A lot of people are just walking
and crying," resident Dawn Hills
said Monday."No one in their.worst
dreams thought this could happen."
The tornado was part of a large'
storm that swept across northern
Wisconsin and generated at least
one other tornado, which hit a rural
area near Wausau.
The twister struck at 4:30 p.m..
destroying or damaging as many as
60 homes and businesses in
Ladysmith. about 100 miles northeast of Minneapolis, Rozak said.
It cut a path through downtown,
which would have been packed had

it not been Labor Day. Residents
said thesown's tornado siren never
sounded — everything happened
too fast.
About 40 people were taken to
hospitals with injuries, but 21 were
released Monday night, officials
said.
-It's not good for us, but there's a
lot of great people up here." Rozak
said late Monday. "We'll have so
many volunteers tomorrow that we
won't know what to do with all of
them."
All five schools serving
Ladysmith were closed today, said a
patrol officer in the. Rusk County
Sherin Department. The first day
of school in the neighboring town of
Bruce was canceled because 20 the
Red Cross had set up an aid station,
where about 20 people spent the
night on cots.
Gov. Scott McCallum declared
Ladysmith a disaster area and
planned to visit the site today,
spokesman Tim Roby said.
Rozak said plugging gas leaks
was the main priority for emergency
crews.
This morning, 2,500 customers in
Ladysmith remained without power
along with another 1,500 customers
in the region.
During the storm. Peter 011inger

said he sat outside and watched a
hall-mile wide cloud of spinning
limber, glass and rock tear through
town. Then he scrambled into his
father's bomb shelter.
It looked like a sandstorm," he
said. "It sounded exactly like a
train."
Shattered glass, broken lumber
and other debris littered the city's
main street. Tree limbs as thick as a
man's thigh covered the gas pumps
at the E-Z Stop station. Tree trunks
sat in attic windows, and the roof
was torn off the fire department.
Mayor Marty Reynolds, who quit
the state Legislature,to run a bed and
breakfast- downtown and is nmning
for lieutenant governor, was out of
town when he heard about the tornado. He rushed back to discover the
town's water tower had collapsed on
his garage. The tidal wave of water
smashed through the windows of his
bed and breakfast.
"I just spent three years building
this," he said as he inspected the
damage, glass shards crunching
under his feet. "I don't know if! can
do this again."
His campaign finance reports lay
in a tattered, soaked heap in what
was once the inn's breakfast room.
Outside, a tree limb had impaled his
pickup and garage door.

Annual. MD telethon sets
pledge record; over $58M—
LOS ANGELES(AP) — The Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon to raise
money for the Muscular Dystrophy Association received a record $58.3 million in nationwide pledges through Monday, a telethon spokesman said.
The 76-year-old Lewis, his face and body bloated and puffy due to steroid
medication he takes for pulmonary fibrosis, was assisted during the 21 1/2hour fund-raiser by co-hosts that included Ed McMahon,comedians Wayne
Brady and Norm Crosby, and performers Charo and Andy Williams.
"I asked for their talent and energy, and they brought it all out on that
stage for me and my kids," Lewis said. "This was the most successful show
we've ever done, and I couldn't have done any of this without them."
Originating from CBS Television City in Los Angeles, the telethon broke
a record set a year ago of $56.8 million, said telethon spokesman Bob
Mackie. The 37th annual broadcast was shown on about 200 television stations.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
Louisville man is planning this
week to fly his company's plane
and the Kentucky state flag over
Somerset, Pa., Washington, D.C.,
and the Hudson River in memory
of the victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Steve Koch's trip is part of
Flight Across America — a
national event involving an independent pilot from each state that
will culminate in an aerial procession down the Hudson on
Saturday.
"We have selected flag bearers
who will each fly an official state
flag to New York the week of
September 11th as a symbol of
the prayers, hope and well wishes
of the American people," said
Molly Peebles, Flight Across
America's founder.
Koch said. "It's 'an honor to
have the opportunity to participate in this event." Koch,48, will
have his son, C.J.. 23, along as his
co-pilot.
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• David Noss, 53, Paducah, was treated at Lourdes Hospital Aug 24
after he was allegedly attacked by Wilma G. Marsili, 26, Murray. Noss
reported that during the attack he was knocked to the floor and stabbed
by Marsili. Marsili was later arrested and charged with the assault
• Thelma N. Eckerdt, 78, Kirksey, was transported to the Marshall
County Hospital Aug. 31 following a one-vehicle accident on the
Purchase Parkway near Benton. Eckerdt was having a diabetic emergency and was driving north in the southbound lanes of the parkway
when her vehicle left the roadway and ran through a fence. Eckerdt's
vehicle then struck a tree and came to rest in a field.
• Christopher E. Williams, 24, Hazel, was charged with several crimes
after being pulled over during a traffic stop on U.S. 641 Just south of
Benton Aug. 30. Williams was charged with possession of maroana,
possession of drug paraphernalia, having a prescription drug not in its
original container and first-degree possession of a controlled substance
Williams was lodged in the Marshall County Detention Center
Murray Police Department
• April S. Ramsey, 19, Murray, was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a two-vehicle accident Aug
28 at 1:40 p.m. Ramsey was driving south on Fourth Street and was
crossing the intersection of Fourth and Chestnut streets when her vehicle was hit by another vehicle driven by Robert Clifford Jr., 30, Madison
Heights, Va. Clifford was driving west on Chestnut Street. According to
witnesses at the scene of the accident, Ramsey had the right-of-way and
was struck when Clifford ran the red light at the intersection. Clifford was
not seen at the hospital.
— Information gathered from reports.
logs and citations from respective agencies

Kentucky
pilot to take
part in 9/11
procession
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WILLING TO WORK ... Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz,
center, speaks to the media after a meeting with UN SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan at the World Summit on Sustainable
Development at the Sandton Convention Center in
Johannesburg today. Aziz said Iraq was willing to work with the
UN with regard to allowing weapons inspectors into the Iraq
providing this was tied to lifting sanctions and restoring sovereignty.

•Israel ..
From Front
ticing distributing antibiotics to a
civilian population.
Israel has also deployed anti-missile batteries in central Israel and in
the Negev Desert near its nuclear
reactor.
Last month, Israel's Cabinet
decided to inoculate 15,000 security
and rescue officials against smallpox to prepare for what officials
called the very remote possibility of
an-Iraqi attack with non-conventional weapons. In 1991, all the Scud
missiles fired on Israel had convent
tional warheads.
President Bush has called for
Saddam's removal, but aides have
said repeatedly that Bush has not
made a decision on what to do. Vice
President Dick Cheney and others in
the administration have called for
pre-emptive military action against
Saddam.

Raanan Gissin, an adviser to
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon,
refused to discuss Israel's preparations, except to say that Israel would
be forewarned about any U.S.
action.
"The President of the United
States will give us ample warning so,
that we can prepare for the possibility of an Iraqi attack on Israel,"
Gissin said.
Maariv reported that Sharon met
Tuesday with the heads of his security forces to discuss a possible U.S.
attack on Iraq.
Zalman Shoval, an adviser to
not confirm
Sharon, would
Tuesday's meeting but said there
have been ongoing meetings recent,
ly to discuss a possible U.S. attack.
Israel, he said, "is examining all
possible developments" in case of a
U.S. attack on Iraq "without necessarily putting a date on that or without necessarily taking it for granted
that the attack will take place."
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/ //
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We're proud of that commitment and it's a good example of how Heritage
Bank has consistently provided quality service and products to you, our
neighbors, for over a century.• But there are still many of you we'd like to
getto know

better. Sotve're extending this invitation

to you to come on in and

._
let us introduce ourselves to you. We're looking forward to theopportunity to meet
you and service you in the very same way we'd expect to be serviced!
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Deaths
Billy D. Winchester
The funeral for Billy D. Wincliestei will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel ofJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Robert McKinney and the
Rev. Sammy Cunningham will officiate. Music will be by Anita Johnson
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Officials try to assure public about blood
supply despite West Nile transfusion link

and Sarah Gee.
Pallbearers will be Randall Winchester, Mark Winchester, Jason
Winchester, Tommy Winchester, Joshua Gibson, Aaron Gee, Bobby
McKinney, Doug McKinney and Ken Hopkins. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Winchester, 53, Jesse Lane, Hazel, died Monday, Sept. 2, at 1:12
a.m. at his home.
Retired from Kentucky Highway Department, he was a member of New
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 3, 1948, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of the late
E.D. Winchester and Maude Parker Winchester. One brother, Hal
Winchester, and a brother-in-law, Frankie Cooper, also preceded him in
death.
.Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margie Williams Winchester; three
sons, Robert L. Winchester, Hazel, Scott Winchester and wife, Beverly.
Murray, and Paul A. Winchester and wife, Crystal, Lynn Grove; three sisters, Mrs. Betty Cooper, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Joyce Gee and husband,
Richard, Georgetown, and Mrs.. Sue McKinney and husband, Robert.
Bandanna; two brothers, Will Winchester and wife, Nancy, Marion, N.C.,
and Joe Pat Winchester and wife, Hilda, Murray; five grandchildren.

Mrs. Annetta Mae Paul

Mrs. Annetta Mae Paul, 88, Village Road, Benton, died Monday, Sept.
2, 2002, at 7:30 a.m. at Britthaven Healthcare, Benton.
A retired cook for Kenlake Restaurant, she was a member dl' Union
Ridge Baptist Church.
Her first husband, Frank Sirls, her second husband, Hugh Paul, one sisher in death.
ter, Eva Snapp, and one brother, Willie Hughes, all preceded
She was the daughter of the late Patrick Hughes and Shado Mathis Hughes.
Survivors include one niece, Ann P. Smith, Benton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow
in Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Ridge Cemetery Fund
_
or to-Oideuns.

ATLANTA(AP)-Public health
officials on Monday sought to
assure Americans that the blood
supply was safe despite concerns
that an organ donor who received a
transfusion may have transmitted
West Nile virus to four transplant
recipients.
One of the four died of brain
swelling that can be caused by the
virus, which until now has been
blamed solely on mosquito bites.
The three others were hospitalized with symptoms associated with
West Nile, although doctors aren't
sure they have the virus or whether
they got it from a medical procedure.
The organ donor, a Georgia
woman, died in a car crash last
month. She may already have been
infected or may have gotten West
Nile through blood transfusions in
the emergency room after the crash.
the CDC said.
Samples from the four transplant
recipients were sent. to the CDC's
lab in Fort Collins, Colo. Test results

Mrs. Mabel E. Thornton

The funeral for Mrs. Mabel E. Thornton will be Saturday, Sept. 7, at 2
p.m. at Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses, Fulton. Finis Cathey will
officiate. Burial will be in Highland Memory Gardens, Des Moines, Iowa.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements but no visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Thornton, 89, Clinton, formerly of Murray and South Fulton,
Tenn.. died Saturday. Aug. 31, 2002, at 1:50 a.m. at ICF, Clinton.
Her husband. Robert L. Thornton, died Feb. 8, 1965. Two sisters, Effie
Mae Bricker and Hazel Ida Huffman, and one grandchild also preceded her
in death. Born June 8, 1913, she was the daughter of the late Isaac Robert
Waggoner and Margaret Agnes Jones Waggoner.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Roberta(Robbie) Bailey and husband, Bobby, South Fulton, and Mrs. M. Elaine Rodriquez and husband,
Robert, Trinidad, Colo.; five grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.

are expected within the week. The
organ recipient who died was in the
Atlanta area. The others are at hospitals in the Atlanta area, in Miami
and Jacksonville, Fla., health officials said.
Public health officials spent the
weekend assuring people about the
national blood supply, despite the
lack of a West Nile screening
process in donated blood and
organs. Any potential blood donor
showing symptoms of the virus
would be turned away, they said.
"The blood supply is as safe as
it's ever been," Trudy Sullivan, an
American Red Cross spokeswoman
in Washington, said Monday.
Drug
and
Food
The
Administration issued an alert to
blood banks two weeks ago to exercise extra caution when screening
donors.
"We've known for some time
that there is a theoretical possibility
that people can get this through
blood or organ transplants," said
Tom Skinner, a Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention spokesman,
said Sunday.
So far this year, 638 people in 27
states and the District of Columbia
have tested positive for West Nile
virus, and 31 have died.
The latest fatality was announced
Monday. A 73-year-old Queens
man, the first person in New York
City to die of West Nile this year,
was hospitalized on Friday and died
on Sunday, city health officials said.
At blood donation centers, officials said people weren't panicky
about West Nile and transfusions.
At the Aventis Plasma Center, a
blood bank in Tallahassee, Fla., a
manager said West Nile hasn't come
up in clients' questions.
"Not even mentioned," manager
Gwen Jones said, "not once."
At Atlanta's Centennial Olympic
Park, where dozens of parents spent
the holiday watching their children
with sunblock in one hand and bug
spray in the other, word of a new
West Nile risk didn't go over well.
"It was prevalent before. and

now we hear it's more prevalent,"
sighed Clinton Orlando of Atlanta.
He said if he needed a transfusion, he wouldn't refuse it. -But I'd
probably be very choosy about
where I'm being treated and ask a
whole bunch of questions about the
blood and .where it came from. It
seems like there's a lot of guesswork
involved," he said.
In Chicago, Patty Harty said
blood should be screened more carefully for the virus. She said her 8month-old twins and her 3-year-old
son do not go out after dark as a precaution.
"This whole issue with the transplants is scary." I do feel that they
should try and test it a little bit better." she said. "It's a scary time."

LOOK
into the unique
advantages of a
Flexible Premium
Deferred Annuity
with a 2% Bonus
(Policy LA-06J)

Woman saves fellow retirement home resident
"She seemed to be getting weaker her out of my arms and took care of
SHREVEPORT. La. (AP)- An
81-year-old woman dove into a pond and weaker. And those boys that her."
Harlem Hutchinson was able to
and saved a fellow nursing home res- came in after I called 911 got there in
ident from drowning after a car the nothing flat," Kelly said. "They took get out of the car and swim to shore.
resident had been in plunged into the
water.
"There wasn't anybody else
around," said Carolyn Kelly, who
heard Ifiewaretein
"I've done,
done.a lot of swimming in my
time."
Nina Hutchinson, 83, was taken to
Louisiana State University Hospital
after she was pulled from the pond.
She died Monday, hospital officials
said.
Her husband, Harlem Hutchinson.
CRIME PREVENTION PLATFORM
90, had been driving Sunday after
1. ADEQUATE and Efficient 24 HOUR ROAD PATROL coverage.
noon when he accidentally hit the gas
car
his
on
brake
the
pedal instead of
2. ENFORCEMENT OF STATE DRUG LAWS to specifically
and plunged into the pond.
ELIMINATE the MANUFACTURE and subsequent TRAFFICKING
Kelly, a fellow resident at the Glen
pasthe
Retirement Village, swam to
3. Establish COMMUNICATION BETWEEN county RESIDENTS and
senger's side of the car and held Nina.
the SHERIFF.
Hutchinson's head out of the water
until firefighters arrived, officials
7,6, 9041 a to de Obt, cued Pleat &scup:we &pulley.
said
* MURRAY CITY and COUNTY RESIDENTS, your VOTE counts IN
THE NOVEMBER 5TH SHERIFFS RACE. Please Register to Vote by
October 7th. Thank you, Don Senf.
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Mourners form human chain in
second day of remembrance
At Stone-Lang...hearing care is
S-5226

Paid For By Don-Sent Campaign Committee

WARSAW, Ky. (AP) - As a
private funeral service for two
children killed in a recent attack
went on inside, mourners outside
Warsaw's only funeral home
formed a two-block long human
chain on Sunday.
The day before, many of these
same people attended a memorial
service at the Gallatin County
Elementary School gymnasium.
"We want them to know we are
here for them," said Jerry Moore,
58, of Gallatin County. "We will
be there for the family a year from
now, forever. We will never forget
what happened."
Chelbi Sharon, who would have
turned 8 Saturday. and Cody
Sharon, 6, were killed inside their
Warsaw home during the Aug. 23
attack.
Their elldest sister, 10-year-old

Courtney Sharon, and their mother, Carolyn Marksberry, survived
the attack. Marksberry was
released Saturday morning from
University Hospital in Cincinnati
and attended the private service
Sunday.
family
Marksberry
The
declined to speak with reporters on
Sunday.
Marco Allen Chapman, 30, was
arrested in West Virginia the day of
the attacks on several charges,
including two counts of murder.
He pleaded innocent Friday before
a judge set his bond at $50 million.
He is being held in Boone County.
Warsaw residents said he was
angry with Marksberry for advising a friend to break off a relationship with him.
Deanna Hartman, a barber in
Warsaw, was standing outside

0114 CHANGE SPECIAL
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111
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(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
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Congratulations
Rich Rollins
Million
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Producer
2002

Carlton-Lowder Funeral Home on
Sunday. She is organizing a motorcycle ride that will leave Warsaw
on Sept. 29 to raise money for the
Marksberry family.
Investments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

Price

Company

8491.00- 172.50
Jones Ind..Ag.
46.10 - 0.81
Air Products
62.25 - 0.86
Anthem
12.16- 0.49
AOL Time Warner
11.76 - 0.46
AT&T
22.40 - 0.92
Bell South
38.80 - 0.45
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 24.00 - 0.95
43.00 - 0.64
Caterpillar
74.00 - 2.63
Chevron Texaco Corp
40.85 - 2.01
Daimler Chrysler
17.56 - 0.29
Dean Foods
34.10 - 1.35
Exxon-Mobil
xI...../1.33 - 0.44
Ford Motor
29.26 - 0.89
General Electric
46.28- 1.58
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ,,36.55- 1.34
20.05 - 0.82
Goodrich
13.07 - 0.45
Goodyear
12.38 B 12.44 A
HopFed Bank*
73.92- 1.46
1 B NI
36.93 - 0.62
Ingersoll Rand
16.13 - 0.54
Intel
17.98 - 0.10
Kroger
19.23 - 0.20
Mattel
23.37 - 0.39
McDonalds
49.27 - 1.25
Merck
48.05- 1.05
Microsoft
17.22 - 0.14
J.C. Penney
9.3S-1
0.17
Pepsico, Inc.
12.34 - 0.74
Pfizer, Inc.
22.50 - 0.58
Schering-Plough
45.20 - 0.31
Sears
0.35 - 0.71
Union Planters
20.95 - 0.54
US Bancorp
14.29 - 0.42
UST
52.87 - 0.61
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc price unchanged
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Unsung
heroes
Unpaid caregivers — people
who tend to the daily needs of a relative, friend or neighbor — are the
unsung heroes of the community.
No vacations, no sick days, no rest
for the weary — every day is a day
of labor for
these tireless
guardians.
Recently,
Susan Caldwell,
coordinator of
Family
Caregiver
Support for the
Purchase Area
Main Street Development
By Constance
District, began
Alexander
organizing
local
Ledger & Times
support
groups
Columnist
in the region so
caregivers
would have each
other to-lian
- VA-e
-ififieTne-eded'
to talk about the challenges they
face.
One of the participants in Graves
County, a woman named Gussie,
was caregiver to her husband during his final illness. Now, as her 49year-old son awaits a heart transplant, she has again assumed some
responsibility for his care.
"It's hard," she admits to the
other group members with an
apologetic smile. "This morning at
four-&-eleek-my phone rang, and I
woke up and answered it. They
hung up, and it got on my mind it
was Kenny, and I didn't go back to
sleep because I was sure it was
him."
The others nod and murmur in
- assent They, too, have been jolted
from sleep many nights and spent
the hours till dawn in lonely anxiety.
'When a hospice nurse gave
Gussie a special candle to put in her
window during the time her husband was dying, the older woman
had a realization.
"She told me to put it in my
window," Gussie recalls. "Called it
a caregiver candle. She said it
would come on at night and stay on
all night and go off in the daytime.
I never thought of myself as a caregiver until then."
There is a beat of silence before
Gussie continues. "The hospice
nurse told Me she'd never seen anybody keep a patient as clean as I
kept my husband."
She obscures the note of pride in
her voice with a self-deprecating
chuckle. The others laugh along
with her. They seem to understand
Gussie's satisfaction that someone
else noticed her efforts. They know
how hard it is to take care of a
loved one's most intimate daily
needs, and how even the tiniest

tribute offers much-needed reinforcement for one of the loneliest
jobs in the world.
"You're supposed to take care of
your family." Gussie shrugs. "You
don't even realize you're a caregi%
er."
But Gussie comes to the caregi‘
er group to listen to others, not to
dwell on her own worries.
She often brings inspiring poems
to read aloud. "I get them off the
computer," she declares. Today, it's
a series of wishes for people on difficult days — rainbows to follow
clouds, sunsets to warm the heart,
patience to accept the truth. Faith.
Every participant in the caregiver support session gets a chance to
talk about her situation and how
she's dealing with it. Valetta admits
that, "I feel like when 1 come here,
I'm able to talk about my problems
-iiid-tgk about what I'm having to
go through. I always get an answer
from someone else that has been
through the same thing."
Gloria, whose husband is wheelchair-bound and on dialysis, likes
being able to share the problems as
well as the joys. She smiles when
she describes how on good days her
spouse goes "tooling around" in his
motorized chair.
"That's the only independence
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Iraq debate has
he has," she remarks,"so he enjoys
doing it as much as-lie-can:7-- -- - _ featured _a parade of foreign policy_ eiders from
previous ,Republican administrations bearing
Discussion covers a variety of
advice on Iraq. Their counsel
topics — communicating with
may differ, but they share one
physicians, the pitfalls of feeling
thing in common: business
sorry for yourself, the pain of losclients with ties to the region.
ing a loved one even when you
Former national security
know they are dying. At the end of
adviser Brent Scowcroft and
the session, Caldwell reminds the
former Secretaries of State
group that their selfless caregiving
James A. Baker III, Lawrence
Eagleburger and Henry A.
has an economic value that ranges
Kissinger all represent globefrom estimates of 45 to 94 billion
trotting
corporations that
dollars a year.
could
be
affected
if the United
Washington
"There's no way to calculate
States goes to war with Iraq.
Today
what you're saving this nation by
Clients of the GOP stalBy Tom Raum
keeping your loved ones out of
warts range from energy comAP Writer
nursing homes," Caldwell says.
panies that could be hurt by
"That's why your.job is so impornew instability in the region to
tant and the work you are doing is
defense interests that might
benefit from new war spendso important."
ing.
The Mayfield-Graves County
Few suggest that these four senior American
Caregiver Support Group gets
foreign policy statesmen are tailoring their mestogether at the Senior Center at 10
sages to fit their business interests.
a.m, on the second and fourth
"I think these people are expressing their genMonday of the month. The Murray- uine concerns and interests. I don't
think there's
Calloway County group convenes
anything beyond that," said Sandy Berger, who
at 12:30 p.m. on the second
was President Clinton's national security adviser.
Monday of the month at the comBerger also has his own international consulting firm but he said none of his clients has a
munity senior center.
financial stake in the Middle East.
There are other support groups
Others are more skeptical about the advice
in Fulton and Hickman County, and
Bush is getting. "It's only fair to evaluate their
Caldwell will assist other senior
advocacy in light of their private and their foreign
centers in the Purchase Area if they ties,"
said Tom Fitton, president of Judicial
want to establish one in their comWatch, a watchdog group looking into some of
munity.
these associations.
For more information, contact
Scowcroft, national security adviser to
President Ford and the first Bush, has become a
Caldwell toll-free at 1-877-3525183.

ood Advice?

Attention Washin ton!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D C 20510
web:www.jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington ro

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington
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leading advocate for caution. He has warned that 'of state, backs ousting Saddam — but suggests
toppling Saddam Hussein could destroy the U.S.- Bush first seek authority from Congress and the
led coalition against international terrorism.
United Nations.
His company,the Scowcroft Group, sells intelA Houston lawyer, Baker is senior counselor
ligence, analysis and other services to global to the Carlyle Group, a Washington-based intercompanies — including energy, telecommunica- national investment group that is one of the
tions and banking concerns. The group offers nation's largest defense contractors and which has
"political and business risk assessments" of vari- Saudi Arabian investors and banking ties to the
ous markets and boasts of "extraordinary region- ruling House of Saud.
al expertise" in the Middle East and elsewhere
The first President Bush and former British
and boasts of "strong ties to key decision mak- Prime Minister John Major are also on Carlyle's
ers."
payroll as advisers.
Scowcroft also serves as director on the boards
The group's defense interests could possibly
of Pennzoil-Quaker State and Qualcomm.
benefit from increased military spending. At the •
Invasions and wars are seldom a plus for busi- same time, any big rift with Saudi Arabia —
ness risk — and even businesses not directly which opposes a U.S. attack — could adversely
involved in oil or other Middle Eastern commerce affect the investment group's other interests.
can be influenced by an economic downdraft
Kissinger, secretary of state to Nixon and
brought on by hostilities.
Ford, runs a powerhouse consulting firm,
Eagleburger, secretary of state in the first Bush Kissinger Associates, that counts a number of
administration, also is voicing reservations.
American conglomerates among its clients,
He suggested that Bush first demonstrate that including Atlantic Richfield/Arco.
Saddam is on the verge of actually using weapons
He backs overthrowing Saddam, citing "an
of mass destruction — a stance Vice President imperative for pre-emptive action." But he also
Dick Cheney ridiculed earlier this week,.
has urged Bush to work hard to lay the political
Eagleburger is a member of the law firm of groundwork for a post-Saddam government.
Baker, Donelson, Beannan and Caldwell and a
Kissinger doesn't necessarily think regime
consultant to energy companies operating in the change would be bad for Western oil interests,
Middle East.
saying it could "bring about a better balance in oil
The oil industry is edgy about any new insta- policy within OPEC."
bility in the region, including potential Arab
Stephen Hess, who worked in the Eisenhower
backlash against the United States and what it and Nixon administrations and is now at the
might mean to access to Gulf oil supplies.
Brookings Institution, said it's hard to know
Eagleburger also sits on the advisory board of whether these and other former foreign-policy
OILspace Inc, which offers a variety of high-tech luminaries are putting the interests of their clients
and on-line ,services to the oil industry.
before the national interest. "We have to rely on
The company's literature describes the ex- their honor and their reputation," he said.
diplomat as "a prominent government and private
Bush said he appreciates all the advice but
sector adviser to companies operatidg in the he'll make up his own mind.
Middle East."
•
None of the four GOP elders returned phone
Baker, who preceded Eagleburger as secretary calls seeking comment on their business dealings.

Policing political advertising
By SHARON THEIMER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
key members of the Federal Election
Commission said Wednesday they
would be unwilling to exempt several groups from a new campaign
finance law's restrictions on political ads.
Commission Chairman David
Mason and Vice Chairman Karl
Sandstrom said in remarks during
and after an FEC hearing on the
restrictions that they do not believe
the six-'member commission can
free an entire class of tax-exempt
groups from the new law's ad limits.
The law, scheduled to take effect
after the Nov. 5 elections, will bar
many groups from airing ads identifying federal candidates within 30
days of a primary and 60 days of a
general election.
The law's proponents contend
many groups have been using phony
"issue ads" to get around a ban on
the use of corporate or union money
to influence federal elections and to
avoid disclosing the sources of their

funding. Issue ads mention a federal their tax-exempt status if they
candidate but do not directly call for engage in election activity.
the candidate's election or defeat.
Mason,a Republican, said during
The Sierra Club Foundation and the hearing that while the six-memthe Alliance for Justice. an associa- ber FEC has authority to write
tion of consumer, civil rights, envi- exemptions to the ad restrictions, he
ronmental, mental health, women's doesn't think it has the power to proand children's advocacy groups, vide a blanket exception. In an interjoined forces to ask the FEC to view afterward, Sandstrom agreed,
exempt organizations like theirs. saying the law is based on the kinds
They contend the new ad restrictions of ads a group airs during, election
shouldn't apply to public charities season, not the nature of the group:
and private foundations airing lob"This 'LC a matter of drawing a
bying ads that urge viewers to con- line. Wherever we draw a line it's
tact their members of Congress on somewhat
arbitrary,"
said
key issues.
Sandstrom. a Democrat. "Whether
"There might be room for abuse an organization is primarily driven
for certain members of Congress by the commitment to issues or to
who would like to push laws during the commitment to a'candidate, the
that 60-day window to avoid having distinction is often lost in practice."
nonprofit organizations or other
Campaigns and political action
organizations do some lobbying dur- cortimittees, landed by limited.
ing that --time,'' said Tim Mooney, reported contributions, can still air
counsel for the Alliance for Justice. ads mentioning federal candidates
"Mentioning officeholders is criti- close to elections but will face
cally important to focu in on key tougher disclosure standards under
swing votes."
the new law.
Mooney said such group are
Several commissioners said their
already regulated by the Internal biggest challenge will be deciding
Revenue Service, which can pull which speech their rules should reg-

ulate. They asked whether the new
restrictions should apply to the mention of a federal candidate by a minister during a televised church service or by a comedian in a monologue
on late-night TV around election
time, for example.
The FEC plans to finish its ad
rules late next month. Meanwhile,
the National Rifle Association,
AFL-CIO, U.S. Chamber of
Commerce and several other groups
are suing to try to overturn the law,
arguing it violates free-speech
rights.
The NRA decided against testifying at the FEC's,two-day hearing,
set to continue Thursday.
-Executive vice president Wayne
LaPierre said the gun-rights group
was instead submitting written comments to the FEC stating that there
was no way the commission could
interpret the law to make it constitutional.
"We will toe in court on this for as
long as we have any breath left," he
said.
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Bigtone will be in concert
at local church on Sunday

Harvest Celebration
at The Homeplace

First Baptist Church will present Bigtone in concert on Sunday. Sept. 8.
This will feature big guitars, big sound and big
message, according to Boyd Smith, minister of students and activities at the church.
The concert for the youth will be at 6 p.m. and for
the college students and young adults at 8 p.m.
Admission is free. For information call Smith at
753-1854.

Jo's
Datebook

Garden Department plans meeting

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet Thursday, Sept. 5, at noon for a salad lunchBy Jo Burkeen eon. Elizabeth Pasco will make the presentation of the
Murray State University scholarship. Names will be
Community
tabled for membership and a collection for CARE will
Editor
be taken. Hostesses will be Chris Scarbrough-Key,
Shirley Tate. Patti Williams and Peggy Nieschlag.

LifeHouse needs volunteers
LifeHouse Care Center at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, needs volunteers
for the planning of the upcoming LifeHouse fund-raising banquet. These are
needed for everything from posting flyers to chairing committees. The first
planning meeting will be Thursday, Sept. 5, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
LifeHouse. For information call 753-0700.

Band boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today, Sept. 3, at 5:30
p.m. in the band room of Calloway County Middle School. The meeting
place is changed because of construction at the high school.

Singles will meet tonight
Murray SOS (singles organizational society) is scheduled to meet
tonight, Sept. 3. at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. This is for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Jackie at
1-270-247-7754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Quitters will meet
Quihers ol First United Methodist Church will meet Thursday, Sept. 5.
at 9:30 a.m. at the church. The group also meets each Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
today, Sept. 3, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the room 103 in the main building.

Extra yearbooks available
The Yearbook Staff of Calloway County High School has extra yearbooks sent by the publisher available for sale forany one who did not order
a book. For more information call Glen Leckie, yearbook adviser, at the
school. The books will be sold on a first come first serve base.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday. Sept. 4, at 10:30 a.m.
in the classroom of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health
& Wellness. For information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at
753-9015.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings on Wednesday, Sept. 4,
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray; and on
Thursday, Sept. 5, from 9 to 11:30 a.m! at Ponderosa, Draffenville, and
Baptist Association building at Hardin from 1 to 3 p.m.

Charity tournament planned
The 15th annual United Way/WATCH Charity Golf Tournament will be
Saturday. Sept. 7, with a signal start at 8:30 a.m. at the Oaks Country Club.
a rain date is Sunday, Sept. 8, with a signal start at 8:30 a.m. This will be a
four person scramble teams with two teams per hole, with two divisions,
female and male or mixed. Deadline for entries is today, Sept. 3, accprding
to Betsy Whitfield and Della Miller, tournament directors.

Kappa meeting Tuesday
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight, Sept.
3, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Martha Crafton, general club president,
will be the speaker. Names will be tabled for membership, dues will be collected, and collections for CARE and Sunshine Committee will be taken.
Hostesses will be Sue Allison, Dru McKinney, Donna Gibbs and Laura
Dziekonski.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has listed special needs to fill the sacks for clients. Food items
needed include chili beans, kidnes
,beans, sauerkraut, green beans, pork &
beans, turnip greens and instant potatoes. Also needed are bleach, toilet
paper, adult and children's tooth brushes, dish liquid and brown paper bags.
Tonia Casey, executive director, said "our food supplies and personal
hygiene supplies-arelaw at this time." Items may be-takento the office at
804 Story Ave., Murray, between the hours of 10 a.m..to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday. For information call 753-NEED. Need Line is a United Way
agency.

Photo provided

IAAP CONVENTION...Kay Hays, Kentucky Division vice president, left, and Marion Hale, Murray Chapter president, right,
are shown with Jo A. Peay, international vice president at the
International Association of Administrative Professionals
International convention held July 21-25 at Opryland Hotel,
Nashville, Tenn.

Hotline helping to fight
Social Security fraud
"The Social Security Fraud
Hotline is available to handle allegations regar;ding violations of law
or regulations that affect Social
Security
programs,"
Bettye
Williams, Social Security manager
in Paducah, reminded Kentucky
residents.
Williams said examples of violations include false statements on
claims, concealment of facts/events
affecting eligibility for benefits,
misuse of benefits by a representative payee or misuse of a Social
Security number.
"It's important for us to realize
that we - the American taxpayers are victims when someone defrauds
Social Security. We pay for it.
Reporting such fraud is everybody's
responsibility," Williams said.

The Social Security Fraud
Hotline is operated by the Office of
the Inspector General (01G). In fiscal year 2000, OIG obtained 2,604
criminal convictions and recovered
more than $280 million through
fines, judgments, restitution and
recoveries.
Person may contact the Fraud
Hotline in various ways:
• By phone: 1-800-269-0271
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.(EST).
• By mail: Social Security Fraud
Hotline,
P.O.
Box
17768,
Baltimore, MD 21235.
• By E-mail: oig.hotline!ssa.gov.
• By FAX: 1-410-597-0118.
All communications are treated
in
a
confidential
manner.
Allegations of fraud may be made
anonymously.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. - It's
almost harvest, time at The
Homeplace in Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area,
and the farm folk are gearing up-for
a big celebration that highlights
farm life in the 1800s.
The Homeplace living history
farm at LBL will host the 13th
Annual Harvest Celebration &
Trades Fair on Saturday, Sept. 14.
The day will be packed full of
harvest activities,• historic demonstrations, and period trades and
crafts.
Traditional fall chores such as
tobacco harvesting, rail splitting,
making apple butter, and pressing
cider will be demonstrated.
Farmers will be working minor
breed oxen and draft horses, breeds
that were common in the mid-19th
century but are nearly extinct today.
Vegetables and herbs from the
heirloom garden will be on display,
and the farm staff will discuss the
importance of heirloom seed varieties.
An antique and old-fashioned
flower display wilt be offered, along
with a display of gourds--showing
different varieties and their many
historical and unique uses.
Traditional crafters will be on
hand making toys, cornhusk dolls,
baskets, and musical instruments,

many with finished wares for sale.
A weaver, quilter, spinner, rug
hooker, gourd painter, whittier, and
watercolor artist, will, also demonstrate their• skills. Hot air balloon
ascension will top off the day.
"An 1850'S harvest was demanding work but it was also cause for
'celebration," said Homeplace interpreter Cindy Earls. "This event,
with historic harvest activities, and
period trades people, really brings
the beauty of the fall harvest to life
and offers a variety of entertainment
for the entire family."
The event begins at 10 a.m. and
wraps up at 4 p.m. There will be
fresh apple cider and apple butter to
sample and festival foods available
for purchase. The cost is $5.50 for
ages 13 and up, $4 for ages 5-12.
Ages 4 and under are free.
The Homeplace is located in the
Tennessee portion of LBL on The
Trace. For more information on the
Harvest Celebsation, call 270-9242020 or 1-931-232-6457.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by -the- USDA Forest
Service, the nation's leading
provider of outdoor recreation.
Additional LBL information is
available by calling l-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.

Woodmen Ceremony
planned here Sept. 10

Woodmen of the World Lodge
827 will sponsor a community ceremony to pay tribute to the victims
and heroes of September 11. The
ceremony, "In
Honor
and
Remembrance — Woodmen Salutes
America's Heroes," will be held on
Participants who wish to work Tuesday, Sept. 10, at 5 p.m. at the
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - The
tant13
-0---ween
The
takeu- --ftorn a boar will-ma-a--volunteer '- Calloway County FireAte-Seife
Association (LBLA) will host the captain at one of several marinas, Station, East Sycamore St., off
annual Fall Shoreline Litter Clean- and will be escorted by boat to an South 4th Street,'Murray.
Up at Land Between The Lakes assigned stretch of shoreline, from 8
President George W. Bush has
National Recreation Area on am. to 12 noon. Boats are also need- designated Sept. 11 as "Patriot Day"
Saturday, Sept. 14. Volunteers are ed, especially pontoons and flat hot- and has called upon all Americans to
encouraged to lend a hand with the tom (John) boats.
observe the occasion with patriotic
clean-up effort by land or from boat.
activities.
Participants who wish to beautify
"This' is a great opportunity for
On Sept. 11, 2002, more than 600
a site accessible from land may families, and especially groups, who Woodmen lodges across the nation
begin from one of the three hub want to demonstrate their apprecia- will hold dedication ceremonies to
sites: LBL's North Welcome tion for the environment," said Gaye present flagpoles, U.S. flags and
Station, Fenton Camping & Special Luber, director of LBLA. "It's a commemorative plaques to their
Events Area, and South Welcome nice way to spend a fall morning communities.
Station.
and gives you the satisfaction of
"We believe that it is important
Each site will be staffed with vol- making a contribution to our comunteers who will make recommen- munity."
The Fall Shoreline Litter Cleandations on possible sites to be
cleaned up. Hours at LBL's North Up is a good way to begin a memoand South Welcome Stations will be rable tradition within your family,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Hours at scout, church, or civic group. Call
Fenton Camping & Special Events 270-924-2007 or 1-800-455-5897
Area will be from 8 a.m. to12 noon. for detailed information.

Volunteers needed for clean-up

for people to come together to honor
those who lost their lives on 9-11,
and to remember those who risked
their lives so that others might survive," said James Mounce,
Woodmen president and CEO.
"The ceremonies also give us the
-you'- -to
heroes in our own community. such
as police officers, firefighters and
members of the armed forces, who
put their lives on the line each and
every day."
. The ceremony, which is open to
the public, will include representatives from the Fire Department,
County Government, Woodmen of
the World and other civic organizations.
For more information, contact:
Linda Fain at 489-2577 or Colleen
Anderson, 753-2319.

vote DON SEW
SHERIFF

Birth
Jason Lee Farmer
Chris and Darcy Farmer of Aurora are the parents of a son, Jason Lee
Farmer, born on Monday, Aug. 12, 2002, at 8:44 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds four ounces and measured 19 inches. A
brother is John Farmer Jr. A sister, Jessica Farmer, is deceased.
Paternal grandparents are Shellia Farmer and the late Lee Mansfield
Farmer of Murray. Maternal grandparents are Edward and Maryann
Lorenzen of Mesa, Ariz.

DMT Furniture

Dear Residents,
As an administrator, I recognize there
is the LETTER OF THE LAW and
SPIRIT OF THE LAW. An officer must use
a COMMON SENSE approach to temper
both, so as to protect the rights
of all concerned.

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

New•Used* Consignment Furniture

Pad For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

FREE
ESTIMATES
SWIS
7e/e

2:›es '7e ,4e€

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION
LIGHTED NON-LIGHTED .EON
*MAGNETIC SIGNS *TRUCK LETTERING
*CHURCH SIGNS *CUSTOM BUILT SIGNS

Info Sign Co. •

KtP4/GA/M.Arr

• Inventory Changes Daily
• We Also Special Order

* 4 Days Only *
Sept. 3-7 (10-7)
New & Used Clothes At
Fraction Of Retail

Sat. 1/2 Price
'Excluding Items Marked ND'

Financi

SPAGHETTI
with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

$1.99
DINNER SALAD $1.19

Dinticr

970 Chestnut Street
Murray

I

m

-

8 p.m.

SOFT DRINK

Pagliati

794

'''-

411111.
•

Available

No Health Coverage?
Announcing new health coverage from
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield for Individuals
Ideally suited for:
Between Jobs
Dependent coverage

Self-Employed
Ending COBRA

New plans that are bigger and better and best of all, its affordable.
For more information call:

Benefit Planners Insurance
407 Maple Street, Murray, KY
753-7278

Anthem..0
INDIVIDUAL

753-2975

Westside
Baptist church
has begun its 2nd year of

Small Business Owner
Leaving group plan

Lunch &

'
me
"

-*--- -4-

IPA°
I

Myers Supply Building
Lovelaceville Rd.

Kirksey, Ky.

11.A 14j.X., Alf

----- _

944 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Ctr.•767-9100
-----------(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.)

(270) 489-2077

Wfaitsimr
Spallari

'N‘S „

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shrekl rs the trade name of Anthem Health Plans ot Kentucky In,
An ondopandent locensess of the Blue Cross and Blue Shaskl assocrakon
11:41eg.st red marks Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoccatoor,

Mother's Day Out.
We offer a Christian based
educational program in a caring
atmosphere.
Our MDO program is for children ages
'6 months - 5 years of age on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
If you would like more information,
please contact Lisa Whitt at 753-8240 while there
are still spaces 4vailable.
"But Jesus called for Jhem and said,
'Let the little children comefto me..." Luke 18:16
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Reds trip Cards 5-3

JAMES A FINLEY/AP Photo
TAG, YOU'RE OUT ... St. Louis third baseman Scott Rolen applies the tag to Cincinnati's Todd
Walker on a steal attempt in the first inning of Monday's game at Busch Stadium.

Aaron Boone hit his first home
ST. LOUIS (AP) — This typified Shawn Estes' season — he run in 20 games and drove in
needed four starts to get his first three runs for the Reds, who won
victory with the Cincinnati Reds. for only the second time in 10
Facing the St. Louis Cardinals road games. Estes (5-11) got an
for the second straight time, Estes early cushion after Boone's twoallowed three runs in 5 2-3 innings run shot off an 0-2 pitch from
of a 5-3 victory Monday that Garrett Stephenson (1-5) in the
sna pe the Reds' three-game los- Reds' three-run first.
The Cardinals tied it on Albert
in
He allowed three runs in seven Pujols' first-inning-Sacrifice fly and
innings last Wednesday in Cincin- Eli Marrero's two-run _double in
nati but took the loss. He had the fourth before the Reds `pulled
been 0-2 since coming to his new ahead for good on Boone's RBI
team from the New York Mets on double and a run-scoring single
by Jose Guillen in the fifth.
Aug. 15.
"Unfortunately, I lost the lead
"I felt I pitched pretty good in
my last start against them," Estes and didn't make a pitch when I
said. "Actually, I felt like I pitched had to," Estes said. "But we batbetter than this time. We just ended tled back. Good defense, a good
up scoring a bunch of runs and bullpen and timely hitting, that's
the bullpen picked me up and did what you need to win."
Adam Dunn, who had been in
a great job and held them."
The Reds averaged three runs an 8-for-67 slump, had three hits
including a first-inning RBI sinin Estes' first three starts.

gle.
"Adam has really been struggling lately, as we all have," manager Bob Boone said.
Eli Marrero had two hits, including a two-run double in the fourth,
for the Cardinals. Marrero had
homered in his previous three
games.
Boone hit his .2.4111...4iomer —
and first since Aug. 13 — for a
3-0 lead in the first. He had been
homerless in 73 at-bats and entered
the game in a 12-for-71 slump
(.169).
"Hopefully, this is something that
gets me going personally and I
can finish the season strong," he
said.
Danny Graves pitched a perfect ninth for his 31st save in 38
chances.
Stephenson made his second start
since coming off the 60-day disabled list from a hamstring injury.

College Football
Bishop, Pember pace
MHS cross country
'Cats take giant

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. —
Murray High's Max Bishop and
Meagan Pember
set personal-best
times for a fivekilometer run as
the Tiger and
Lady Tiger cross
country teams
opened the season Saturday in the Fort Campbell Invitational.
Pember finished in 31st place
out of 105 runners in the girls'
race with a time of 23 minutes.

7P
4711
TILR
Ll

10 seconds
MHS teammate Peggy Ray was
53rd in 25:44, followed by Cassie
Scarborough in 83rd at 29:04, •
Megan Jenkins in 102nd at 32:55
and Megan Snow in 103rd at
32:57.
On the boys'side, Bishop clipped
the finish line 72nd out of 168
runners with a time of 19:57.
Caleb Roberts was 138th for
the Tigers, clocking in at 23:25,
while Jake Steelnack was 142nd
in 24:10.
Murray will return to action Sept.
10 for a 4:30 p.m. meet at Trigg
County.

U.S. beats Russia,
awaits Argentina
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — George Karl hears all the talk —
watch out for Argentina.
The United States defeated Russia 106-82 Monday night at the
World Championships. If the .Americans beat New Zealand on
Tuesday as easily as they defeated the Russians, Karl thinks his
team will be ready the following night for what the U.S. coach
says might be the toughest challenge.
"Going into the tournament, we had a lot of scouts tell us that
Argentina is the team," Karl said. "It wasn't just one guy, it was
like seven or eight guys that kept calling us and saying Argentina is together, they're ready and they're playing very, very well."
Argentina kept its record unblemished Monday with a 95-71
victory over China.
Also remaining unbeaten with 4-0 records were Brazil, which
held off Angola 86-83 in overtime, and Spain, which defeated
Turkey 87-64.
In other second-round games, Puerto Rico surprised Yugoslavia
85-83 and Germany beat New Zealand 84-64.

j
a Dill
IFS COMainaar
Sponsored by Stuart Alexander

.111
1111 .\ 401(k) ROLLOVERS
Yes, We Can Help!
832-1032 • 1702 HWY. 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY, KY
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division ,
W
L Pct.
Atlanta
87
49 640
Philadelphia
69
67 507
Florida
67
68 496
Montreal
70 489
67
New York
61 • 73 455
Central Division
W
L Pct.
76
61
St Louis
555
Houston
72
65 526
Cincinnati
67
70 489
60
78 435
Prttsburgh
Chicago
58
80 420
50
88 362
Milwaukee
West Division
W
L Pct.
52 620
Arizona
85
57 584
80
Los Angeles
77
59 566
San Francisco
76 449
Colorado
62
78 431
San Diego
59

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
84
52 618
Boston
77
58 570
Baltimore
63
72 .467
Toronto
60
77 438
47
Tampa Bay
89 .346
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Minnesota
80
59 576
Chicago
67
70 489
Cleveland
60
76 .441
Kansas City
83 .399
55
Detroit
50
87 365
..

GB
—
18
195
20 5
25
GB
—
4
9
16 5
18 5
26 5
GB
—
5
75
23 5
26

Oakland
Anaheim
Seattle
Texas

West Division
W
L
87
51
82
54
81
57
61
75

GB
—
65
20.5
24.5
37
GB
—
12
18.5
24.5
29

Pct. GB
.630
—
4
603
.587
6
449 25

step with upset
tory over BYU in the Liberty
By STEVE BAILEY
Bowl; entered the game with a
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — much-hyped Heisman Trophy canKentucky linebacker Ronnie Riley didate and hopes of a Bowl
beamed as he and teammate Mike Championship Series berth.
But it was the Wildcats, ownKamphake marched the Governor's Cup trophy into a joyous ers of only four wins in their
last 22 games and the nation's
locker room.
•
•
A stunning 109th-ranked defense last season,
22-17 upset of that had people talking.
I ••
Kentucky's
much-maligned
archrival
. Louisville, the defense dominated the game,forcnation's 17th- ing three turnovers and holding
ranked team, the Cardinals to only 248 total
Sunday night yards — about half of what they
had every player caught up in a gave up each week last year.
And for the first time in four
whirlwind of emotion few, if any,
seasons, Kentucky is 1-0. .With
had experienced at Kentucky.
Just moments before, the Wild- upcoming home games with
cats had engaged in a triumphant UTEP, Indiana and Middle Tencelebration on the Cardinal logo nessee, the Wildcats have a realat midfield of Papa John's Car- istic shot to be 4-0 heading into
Southeastern Conference play.
dinal Stadium.
"I can't ever remember being
"I just want to hold on to
this feeling, savor it," said Riley, above .500," said junior tackle
one of only a handful of play- Jeremy Caudill, one of several
ers on the team the last time defensive linemen that battered
the Wildcats beat Louisville."This Louisville quarterback Dave
is what all of the hard work and Ragone all night long. "We're
on a winning streak. That doessacrifice has been about.
"Everybody doubted us. Every- n't happen here too often."
The season couldn't have startbody. But we came out wanting
to make a statement. I'd say we ed any better for Kentucky coach
Guy Morriss, who took over the
did that."
The Cardinals, coming off a program at its lowest point in
school-record 11 wins and a vic- years.

TIMOTHY D

Cards try to regroup after stunning loss
the team's work ethic and felt
the players, and even coaches,
had lost sight of the smaller goals
that fueled them during their rise
to the national spotlight — like
winning records and Conference
USA championships.
Smith said he has just the
remedy for refocusing his team
this week as it prepares for Saturday's game at Duke (1-0).
"It's called a cowboy boot in
your tail. And if it takes two, or
three or four of them, you put
two or three or four of them there,"
said Smith, highlighting his
favorite form of footwear. "Anybody who'd like to give me a

By CHRIS DUNCAN
throughout Sunday night's humbling defeat. "We've got to put
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- this behind us and move on.
Their dream's of crashing the You've got to grow from it and
get better."
Bowl ChampiThe loss dropped Louisville
onship Series
virtually wiped
(0-1) out of this week's Associated Press Top 25 from No. 17
out by a sealast week.
son -open i n g
Louisville went 11-2 last sea22-17 loss to
Kentucky, the
son and the program received
Louisville Cardinals returned to unprecedented national exposure
their practice facility Monday for during the offseason.
a heart-to-heart meeting with
Smith sensed about two weeks
Coach John L. Smith.
ago that the Cardinals were let"They're hurting. This was a ting the attention go to their
big game for them," Smith said, heads.
his voice still hoarse from yelling
He started noticing cracks in

Custom Embroider & Screen Printing

Custom Embroidered Caps
308 N. 12th St. Murray

753-7743

couple of swift kicks, I'm sure
I deserve it, too."
A total of 14 NFL scouts
turned out for Sunday's game,
but the two-time Conference USA
champions looked nothing like a
team hungry for national respect.
The Wildcats hammered the
Cardinals' offensive line — with
four new starters — and held
Louisville to 55 yards rushing.
They battered quarterback Dave
Ragone, touted ,as a Heisman
Trophy candidate, until he limped
off the field and sank to his
knees in exhaustion with the outcome decided in the fourth quarter.

Little League champs honored with parade
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Screaming girls,
flashy sports cars and compliments from a
sports icon.
There is no doubt that the 12 members of
the .Little League World Series champion Valley Sports American have crossed over from
gifted young athletes to local celebrities.
On Monday, thousands of fans lined Dixie
Highway and gathered at Slugger Field as the
I I- and 12-year-old champs paraded from their
home field in southeni Jefferson County to

the downtown field, where thousands more awaited their arrival.
"It must be so cool to be 12 years old and
have all that adulation," Patsy Dotson said
before a fleet of brand new and vintage Chevrolet Corvettes escorted the players and coaches down Main Street just before noon.
But all the praise heaped on the young
players — combined with 90-degree temperatures — appeared to be taking a toll on the
boys.

IF YOU HAVE MEDICARE OR PRIVATE INSURANCE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE YOUR DIABETIC
SUPPLIES AT LITTLE WINO COST!

S

ALL__
•

FOR INFORMATION. CALL EASY ACCESS MEDICAL

1-800-679-1623 i
TUTU!IIESTBIC11011S MAT AMY - AO MOS RIAU

The players appeared tired as they gathered on a stage in front of Slugger Field —
home of the Triple-A Louisville Bats — with
Mayor Dave Armstrong and Jefferson County
Judge-Executive Rebecca Jackson.
The players didn't address the crowd as
they did during a welcome home ceremony a
week ago.
The team, led by Aaron Alvey and Zach
Osborne, defeated Sendai, Japan, 1-0 Aug. 25
to take the world title.

S

DIABETICS!

•

EASLEY'AP Photo

OUT OF REACH ... UK receiver Derek Abney (12) is
unable to grab a pass from quarterback Jared Lorenzen
as UofL's Josh Minkins defends on the play during Sunday's contest at Papa John's Cardinal Stadium.

Borrow
$50,000
$75,000
$100,000

Payment
332.65'
493.95'
658 60'

S$ $

S

S

SS

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Cash out for any reason • debt consolidation
• home improvement • pay off land contracts
• fixed rates available .slow credit o k
'Based on 360 mo 7 5 APR Adiustable

For Fast Free Pre-Approval Call
270-442-1135 •888-276-0555

C2:1
)4•10,19NG
,ENDEP
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
e les.toested o.Jou, me tirst
eiserbon 01 their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Times eel be response tor only one
,ncorrect nsersan Any error should be reponinmeeliaterly so corrections cap be made
J

"

AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri. 11 cm.
Tuesday
Mon. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wiwi 11 a.m
Thursday
Friday
Wad.6 p.m
Saturday
Thur. 12 p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Sutite
All real estate rise/used herein is subject to Me Federal
Housing Act what makes it illegal to advertise any preteren,
linutation or diwnmenation based on rate, Lolts, religion se,
hands.ap. lanulial status or national origin or inientstm tonuke
an such preferences, limitations or discrimination
State 14V., turbid discrimination in the sale rental or advenising
real eshue based oi ta.tors in Kidill011 Li, those proteoted under led
cral id*
We xill not knowingly accept any advertising tor real estate whoa
is in satiation ol the law All persons are hereby intormed [tut all
dwellings advertised are available Un iiC411A1
opportunity basis
For further assistame with Fair Housing Advertising
requmments. contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milani
17031648-1000

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV $
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guidel
LINE Al)S;

$8.00 First Day - .20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
VA extra for Shopper Ilion Classifieds go Into Shopping(AAA& IMO extra for blind bus arlai
The

publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010
Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
by
received
the
Department
of
Highways in the
Division of contract
Procurement and/or
the Auditorium located on the 1st Floor of
the State Office
Building, Frankfort,
Kentucky until 10:00
A .M. DAYLIGHT
SAVINGS TIME on
the 21 DAY OF SEPTEMBER. 2002, at
which time bids will
be publicly opened
and read for the
improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY. I3RZ 0103 (242)
FD52 018 0280 0050061
New
The
Concord-McCuiston
Church Road (KY
280) Bridge and
Approaches
over
Wild Cat Creek 0.300
mile southeast of KY
614, a distance of
0.134 mile. Grade,
Drain and Asphalt
Surface.
The Department of
hereby
Highways
notifies all bidders
that it will affirmatively insure that in
any contract entered
into pursuant to this
advertisement,
Disadvantaged
Business enterprises,
will be afforded full
opportunity to submit bids in response
to this invitation,
and will not be discriminoted against
on the grounds of
race, color, or natural
origin in consideration for an award.
Bid proposals for all
projects will be available at the Division
Contract
of
Procurement until
:3:00 P.M Daylight
Savings Time, preceding the day of the
letting of Friday,
SEPTEMBER
27,
2002. Bid proposals
for all projects will be
available at a cost of
$10 each and remittance payable to the
State Treasurer of
Kentucky
must
accompany request
for proposals (NONREFUNDABLE).
BID PROPOSALS
ARE' ISSUED TO
PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a
cost of $10 each
NON-REFUNDSpecimen
ABLE).
proposals cannot be
used for bidding.

010
Legal
Notice

060

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

A public hearing has been set by the Calloway County
Extension District Board for September 19, 2002 at 8:00 a.m.
in the meeting room of the Calloway County Extension
Office.
The 1979 General Assembly has required such a hearing
with the enactment of House Bill 44.
The purpose of the hearing is to inform the public that the
Extension Service is proposing to take the compensating rate
plus the allowable 4 percent increase. The anticipated revenue is $123,25.89.
The tax rate for the preceding year was 1.10 with revenue
of $116,263.91
The compensating tax rate is 1.10 with revenue ot
$118,805.69.
The revenue expected from new property is $1,714.00.
Increases for the 2002-2003 budget will be in the areas of
travel, salary and equipment.
OGO
Notice

060
Lost and Found

Public Notice
The
Kentucky
Heritage Council. the
City of Murray and
Murray Main Street
will be holding a public meeting to answer
questions regarding
the creation and nomination of a National
Register
Historic
District in downtown
Murray. All interested persons are invited
to attend.
Murray City Hall
Tuesday. Sept. 3rd
7:00 p.m.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FOUND: Male
Spaniel
mix
friendly,wearing
collar 759-9215

Cocke
pet
green

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
100 WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood
items. Materials provided.
To $480+ wk. Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801 -428-4701
NOW taking applications
for Breaktime Billiards
Apply in person at
759-9303

Help Wanted
372 Openings'
Learn to drive big Rigs'
16-Days CDL Program
No experience needed'
Financing available'
Big money starts here'
888-645-8505

Club 641
in Puryear, TN
needs a
Night Manager/
Bartender/Cook
Good pay or persons
to rent business.
Call (731)644-3796
for appointment.

PATTI'S & Miss Patti's
Iron Kettle in Grand Rivers
have immediate openings
for all positions, cooks,
servers, dishwashers and
hostesses. Please apply
Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m.-11:00
a m. OR 2:00 p.m.-4:00
p.m

VIEWED TO BE THE BEST.

of&

PELLA Corporation of Murray, KY, is. recruiting
potential employees who desire employment with a
progressive company. The following information
describes some of the requirements and benefits of
employment with PELLA.

competitive wage is offered for a variety of skill requirements along with
benefit package and 401K plan.

FREE DISH.
FREE INSTALLATION.
$22 99 per month
800-555-6002
Technology Group.
- Paducah
Restrictions apply
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge 300 Acres. groups
welcome 270-4644116 11
no answer leave message

Hamilton-Ryker is now accepting
Applications & Resumes for
Industrial & Clerical Positions
Murray Office.
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Tues. thru Thurs.
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
270-759-0650

Can
Can't get enough of these cute faces so
we've extened the Deadline"

Help Wanted

'The People You Need When You Need People -

CALLO WAY COUNTY EXTENSION DISTRICT BOARD

NEW DEADME: WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 4, BY 3r\1

GRANDPARENTS
DAY

Pans Office
412 Tyson Avenuc
Mon thru Fri.
a.m.-5 p.m.
731-644-2373

Hamilton Ryker offers Health/Dental/Disability Insurarkc
Holiday & Vacatioii-Pay and 401K

September 8, 2002

member .A fee is never paid or deducted
your check'
Hamilton-Ryker is a Drug Free Company./EOE

Tell your grandparents, and
the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing
your greeting in our special
"Grandparents Day
Greetings" section on

REHAB AMERICA
A Division of American Health Centers, Inc.)

Saturday
September 7,
2002.

We are an enthusiastic and growing
Rehab provider in LTC and SNF settings.
We offer excellent pay and benefits.
ESOP, Health Ins., 40IK, Cont. Education,
Sign on Bonus available!
Currently we have (FT/PRN) openings for
-Physical Therapist
-Occupational Therapist
Sites Available:
*Paris,Savannah, Selmer, Jackson,
Martin, Humboldt, TN.
Also PT and PRN positions for PTA's,
COTA's and SLP's in all West TN facilities

Single Space $10.00 (no more than
two children per picture)

**Fax resume to 731-660-5972 or
call Jeff Wright @ 731-660-5902.

Space $15.00
(MAXIMUM OF
6 LINES)
Double

HORIZON
Melody Stephens

MENTAL HEALTH
MANAGEMENT

Grandparents
Marty & Dave Nelson, Rita & Danny Dunn.
Dale & Patty Stephens
& Betty & Nathan Hudson

MARKETING/SALES REPRESENTATIVE
The nation's largest psychiatric contract
manager seeks a Marketing/Sales
Representative for the psychiatric, in
patient program located at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris, Tennessee.
Responsibilities: planning and implementing the marketing and referral development process including relationship
development with referral sources, data
analysis, collateral development, special
events coordination and media relations.
Qualifications: training and/or experience in marketing and sales, preferably in
a health care setting; education and/or
experience in a mental health environment; and excellent written/verbal communication skills.
For consideration please forward your
resume to: Diana Bergren (H-CEC),
Horizon Mental health Management, 1500
Waters Ridge Drive, Lewisville, TX 75057;
Fax: (972) 420-8285; E-mail: dbergren@horc.com. EOE

Send payment, photo, names of grandparents, name of child
and self-addressed stamped envelope for return of photo to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
060

060
Help Wanted
NOW Taking Applications
for all positions
for all shifts
Apply in person at Sonic
Drive In. 217 S. 12th St.
No phone calls please.
Office assistant needed in
local tax practice. Experience preferred. Send resume: PO Box 1040-T.
Murray. KY. 42071
PEOPLE Plus Inc. is now
accepting applications for
Remington Arms and
Laborers. Must have minimum of GED. EEO. Conoffice
Mayfield
tact
(270)251-3111 .

•A

• Initial employment - day shift. Monday through Friday with possible
over-time on weekends.
• Must have a High School Diploma or GED.
• Applicants must complete successfully a skills assessment which measures
mechanical and numerical ability and ability to follow instructions.
(Must be scheduled at the Career Discovery Center and will take about onc
hour to complete.)

• PELLA requires a drug-free workplace. which includes successful .:omplent,.,
of a drug screening. and promotes a tobacco-free environment.
ANTI('‘Il()•s \I \N BI- OBI %1\1.:1) AND(.0‘111.LTED IN
.1 III% [01 I.(1%%1N(; 111REF, \\ ‘1 5:
I. Go to http://ccammorra)Mate.edu/cdc; click on:
Pella Application: till out application on-line and e-mail back
to(7DC.
2. Go to http://ceammurra)state.edu/cdc; click on:
Pella Applications; print out application, fill out 1” hand and
turn into Career Discovery Center or one of the locations below.

EASTSIDE BP Storage
has taken possession of
units 22831 and will sell
contents on 9-7-2002 at
9:00 a m

060
Help Wanted

3. Beginning Wednesda,September 4, 2002. applications may he
obtained by visiting one of the following, locations:
Career Discovery
1405 North Twelfth
Murray, KY 42071

Mayfield One-Stop
319 South Seventh
Mayfield, KY 42066

Paducah One-Stop
416 South Sixth
Paducah, KY 42003

FORTUNE

2002
100 BEST COMPANIES TO *ORk 1011

Md sielmna see snamsgstl lo testy regraass of sex
as race creed color nalonal Dern, *Yvan. of disability

Mioeve.. C

Paetlid hi? Ihe Deft of labor theraph the West KY Wositforce Investment Board

ANGELS Attic
Thrift Shop Manager
A part-time manager is
needed to train and supervise volunteers who receive, display, and sell donated merchandise to
raise funds for the Angels
Community Clinic. Send
resume and letter of interest to. Rose Bogal-Allbritten. Angels Attic Board
Chair. 1628 W. Main
Street, Murray
BB&T is seeking applicants for the following
position:TELLER
The ideal candidate
should
possess a high school
diploma or equivalent,
excellent verbal & written
communication skills.
basic computer skills with
a Windows environment,
general typing, and calculator skills Previous retail
or cash handling experience is preferred. Time
management skills and
professional appearance
are required
Applications wilt be taken
at the 12th and Chestnut
Street banking location on
Thursday. September 5,
2002, 900 A.M.-12.00
PM Qualified candidates
will be scheduled for testing between 130 PM and
3 00 P M

DRIVERS Needed. Competitive wages Benefits.
Home every weekend
Must have Class A CDL
with minimum 2 years
OTR experience and clean
driving record. (800) 4686087
HELP Wanted
Warehouse position. Lifting required Drug test and
criminal check on all applicant full time Contact 7530686 ext 120. 121 or 124.
I went from a size 16 to 10
in 4 weeks. You can too
Call Tonya 753-9896 or
www.takeitoffez.com
LOCAL Convenience store
is looking for a Manager
Good pay & benefits Send
resume to P.O Box 368
Murray, KY ATTN: Ken
NOW hiring
Night auditor and
Breakfast Bar Host
Apply in person
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N , Murray
NOW hiring
Night auditor and
Breakfast Bar Host
Apply in person
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N., Murray
PART time Kelp. Apply in
person 412 Main Street
753-9419

VISA

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
Mon. & Wed.
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Thurs.
10-a.m.-12 p.m.
& 2-4 p.m.
Light industrial.
Apply in person at
People Lease
1406 E. N., 12th
St., Murray
The Village Office
Complex
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns
Seasonal employment We
will train Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531

LOOK FOR OUR
CIASSIFIEPS ON THE
WEB AT
www,
ineraviedger,coin

140
Help Wanted

Want to Buy

Receptionist
For Local
CPA Firm

'CASH FOR
Antiques,
Collectibles Toys
Old Plastic Model Cars.
ect (270) 759-3456

Must be able to
handle multiple
t asks, be dependable.
some over-time in
tax season, busy
phones.
Fax resume to
270-753-0275
or mail to
P.O. Box 527
Murray
090
Domestic & Childcare
BABYSITTER
needed
ASAP in my smoke free/
Christian home for three
young boys Mother is student teaching and needs
someone full-time Only
energetic and outgoing
need apply and serious inquiries only' Call 759-8573
in the evenings
CANT find time to clean?
Call Christie
489-6210.
Excellent ref
CHILDCARE available in
my home, M-F, Almo area
drop ins ok 753-0730
ENROLLMENT OPENINGS' Kid's Krew Day
Care Inc
6 weeks to Pre-K
759-3333
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
120
Computers
H P Computer 15 Gig
Hardnve 466 Celeron
Processor. 64 Meg Ram,
Win 98 2nd edition 1 T
MV 700 Compaq Monitor
$350 00 753-8630
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting Goods
519 S 12th, Murray
WANT to Buy Junk cars
and trucks 753-0467
WANT TO BUY Office
Space for small business
In or near Murray May
but/rent/lease Call 7534214
150
Articles
For Sale
BRIDAL GIFTS
www my tupperware corn
JORETTA RANDOLPH
CORNWELL
Walnut
Grandfather Clock Westminster chimes
Spinet Model Hammond
Organ- Excellent condition
w/bench 753-9517
F&L 10 channel dog tracking system. Panasonic
camcorder & 2 batteries
753-3993
GET America's Top 50
channels, plus 8 channels
of HBO for $36 98 per
month Get it free, get it
now Call for more information and schedule your
installation 759-0901
PRIVATE Collection
Dept 56 Dickens Village
Snow Village
Retired Houses
Below Market Value
(270)519-9443
STEEL BUILDINGS
All sizes for all uses
(270)642-2667
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150
Atli**
For Sale
TIRED of having to
change radio stations
because of commercials
Would you like to have
commercial tree, CD quality music by satellite? Call
or come by Beasley
Antenna & Satellite and
see a demonstration of
Sirius Radio 759-0901

1

41111 Appliances

SOLD
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings

Lents For Rent
°

7 weeks
3 BR, Apt. _C/H/A Newly AKC Pugs
redecorated Located on odd Fawn color Call 753
campus $400 00 month (2 5867 or leave a message
people) $435 00 month (3
DOG Obedience
people) includes water,
Master Trainer
sewage and trash 435416-2858.
4632 or 559-8510
RABBITS for sale
Pet or meat
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole753-8101
man RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS for rent
Public Sale
437-4113
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
Auction
Central gas heat & air. ap- FOR Complete
Call
Service
Wayne
pliances furnished
No
pets. 1 year lease. 1 Wilson 753-5086 or
Roger
Stubblefield
month deci0Sit 753-2905
(270)527-2931
HWY. 641 S. 2BR, Clean,
Quiet and comfortable
laundry hook-up W/D references no pets TeleTues. Sept. 10 10:00
phone 492-8634
Lyon Co. KY - Old
LARGE 2 Bedroo
Skating Rink Bldg..
Bath 1 148
Cedar St. 63/ Kuttawa rage. no
Trasdiag 1-24 take Exit
her &
ces
40 onto Hwy.62S, go one
nd deposit
mile, follow signs
$550 00 month
*Notice Day of Sales
113

AUCTION

BIG savings on bedding,
Bedroom,1
furniture, recliners and roll- *LARGE 2
Bath,Living, dining room.
a-ways! Carraway Furnikitchen, utility and baseture 105 N 3rd 753-1502
ment, unfurnished newly
redecorated. 1604 Miller
Musical
St.
•1 Bedroom furnished
YAMAHA Trombone,
apartment. 1604 Miller •St.
excellent
condition, 753-0932 or 519-2699.
$450.00 payments availaRED OAKS APTS.
ble. 753-6619.
Special
$100 Deposit
Mobile Homes For Sale
1BR From $280
2BR From $325'
2000 28x80 Fleetwood
Call Today!
Block foundation, concrete
753-8668.
slaps wood trim, vinyl win
dows front porch on 10 VERY nice large 2 bedacres with lots of grass & room, 1 1/2 bath with all
trees, good road frontage appliances including washVery nice, must see! er and dryer, and built in
$83,000 (Negotiable) Call microwave 759-5885
489-2945
Houses For Rent
2002 Mobile home & lot,
16x72. 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath,
2 BR Newly redecorated,
2 porches.51 Long Drive
Gas heat $375/mo. 415 S
by Blood River Marina.
10th Street 435-4632 or
(270) 642-2374
559-8510
92 Champion 14x50 2br, 1
2 BR. Newly redecorated,
bath with Satellite receiver.
Gas heat $375/mo. 415 S.
Must be moved. Call 27010th Street. 435-4632 or
435-4588 between Sam
559-8510.
and 2om
RELIANCE Homes Clear- 2&3 Bedroom houses for
ance Sale on end of the rent Coleman RE 7594118
year models, $0 down
financing
available to 3 bedroom house, availaqualified buyers of 2002 or ble immediately, walk to
prior year models in stock. M.S.U_ after 5:00 Phone'
Sale ends Sept. 30th. No 270-362-2174
3BR, 1 bath
reasonable offers will be
$400 mo + deposit
refused. Call (270) 767No pets
9442. Located 2 miles
489-2506
North of Murray on U S.
641.
FOR Rent or sale
3br, 1 1/2 bath, C/H/A, all
appliances. Available Sept
Mobile Homes For Rent
1st. Call 489-2940
2 Bedroom. No pets. 753. MSU Walk to campus,
2 Bedroom. 436-5085 or
9866.
559-5943.
2 Bedroom. $235.00 and
NEAR MSU 6 BR, 3 BA.
$275.00 month_ 753-6012
,Appliances, WD Hook-up,
or 836-5704 (cell).
no •ets. 759-4826.
2BR.. Rent to own. 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

20FT x 50 FT storage
building located off North
4th Street behind Beasley
Antenna and Satellite. Call
759-0901.

1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
CREEKVIEW STORAGEApply at Mur-Cal Apts
$20-$40 On Center Drive
902 Northwood Dr
Behind Tom's Grille
Monday,
759-4081
Wednesday Friday.
MURRAY Store and Lock
Phone 759-4984
presently has units availaEqual Housing
ble 753-2905 or 753Opportunity
7536
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1,2 and 3 bedroom apartment in Kirksey, Coleman
RE 759-4118
All Size Units
1-2, 3br apts furnished
Available
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur- PREMIER MINISTORAGE
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
*Inside climate control
1BR Apt $225
storage
Small pets okay
*Security alarmed
Coleman RE
*Safe & clean
759-4118
•We sell boxes!
2 Bedroom apartment,
•We rent U-Hauls
partially furnished, some
*Heated Boat &
utility paid, W+D available,
RV Storage
no pets. 767-9037.
753-9600
2 bedroom apartments
365
starting at $325 753-1970
For Sale Or Lease
2 Bedroom Duplex, 1300
Valleywood Dr. $375/Mo OFFICE Space 1.800 sq
759-4406
ft w/parking, across from
2BR 1 BA. All appliances new Court House 437furnished. Duplexes and 4677 Home
210-2811
Townhouses
753-2062 Cell
or 437-4833 after 4:00.
380
Pets & Supplies
2BR duplex Unfurnished
$400 month, $400 deposit
435-4003
ABBY'S Happy Pets
2BR NEAR MSU
Pet Sitting Service
Coleman RE 759-4118
(270) 519-3734
2BR Duplex C/H/A
AKC Lab Pups, Chocolate
Coleman RE 759-4118
& Black 6wk old shots
NICE 2br Duplex with Car- and declawed, great pets,
port 710 Sycamore 436- hunting
bloodline
6357 or 753-7457
$200 00 (270) 928-2818

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

HILLDALE APARTMENTS
is now taking applications for
1 &

2 bedroom apartments.

Fully carpeted. lots of closet space.
24 hour maintenance, playground. You tha)i
apply at the rental office in Hardin. KY

L-\
Powwice•
Aeoaerslato

Pets & Supplies

(270) 437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833
ext. 287

Military Surplus
Items • Go Cart
• Sib Wheel Box
Trailers - Thousands of
Boxed Items & More!!
Atter seiling all items at
the skating rink site. the
Auction Team and all Sale
Patrons will relocate 1.3
miles north on Hwy.62 to
the abandoned Mt.
Pleasant Church Sale Site.
Owner of Pistol Pet-es
& Jolly Green Giant
Pawn Shops - Complete
Sell-Outs Mr. Robert E. Ladd
Mrs. Patricia Ladd
FOR DETA
turner-auctions.com
TURNER & ASSOCIATES
• I-888-303-8862
127018117-9977,885-6789
I.. Turner. Bkr, 439-7786
T. Anderson. Bkr. 886-9042

%four Home Improvement Headersarfers
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
Your Ad Could
direct.
Services
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
ce Be Here w
For Only
Call Metal Mall
250'9 Per Month!
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
We now manufacture. Buy

We Specialize in Cleaning"

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

#1 & #2 available in most colors

•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

tan* BrOtheris

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Moving Co.

Wiggins Furniture

1-800-611-6854
• 1-270-753-2555
.6 a

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price')
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Boy'

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

Lamb Brothers Inc.
Lamb Bros. Tree Service
(127011594VA• MOW 546-5262)
BIM

ree Estimates
tree dc unlit Kermit(I f'
24 yr. Service
Tree Trimming
Hedge Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
['resident: Mark Lomb
e .
-

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

500

460
Homes For Sale

Used Trucks

HAMILTON

LOTS FOR SALE

Starting at S12.500
NICE log home in beautiful •1985 Ford F-150 35,xxx
Price includes water, septic &
to
actual
miles. $4,250.
wooded setting_ Great
Granite - Marble - Fabrication
driveway. Also land home packages.
nature lover and peace •1987 GMC S-15 4x4
• Kitchen Counters• Fireplaces
and quiet. 12 miles south $2,700.
753-3993
of Murray. +-5 acres_
• Tub Decks• Back Splashes • Showers
$92,000 Call (270) 527- 1986 Jeep Comanche 4x4
3755.
Message 753-8087
5 speed, well maintained.
SWEET Retreat! 2 bed- Runs and looks good. InEvening 753-2041
Also top soil and gravel.
room, 1 bath, Commercial cludes cap and bedliner.
3301 St. RI. 121 N.. Nlurray.
lot. Panorama Shores, Si 400 ORO 753-55'31
437-4838 or
Boat house. Corner of 1994 Chevy 1 ton, ext.
270 559-4986
Pam
&
Riverview. cab. 4x4 diesel, good condition, runs and looks
$64,900.762-0106
$11,000
OBO.
VERY nice 1800 sq ft brick good.
home in town. Lg. Fam. (270)468-9426 or (270)
rm. w/fireplace: liv. & Din. 376-2282
comp. eat in Kit. Lg. .util., 2000 Dodge Ram SLT
2br, 2 bath, new cen. hiair. 4X4 Quad Cab. auto,
Move in cond. Pl. call Jean 22,xxx miles. Sharp. 759• Complete Lawn Service
767-9036
994-0388
at Gr,s Properties. 759- 1663.
•
Trimming
2002 Chevy Siverado pick
custom homes, additions
2001
753-3584.
• Bush Hog • Box Blade
up, 5,000 miles, manual
remodeling • custom wood work
470
transmission,
Loaded,
ceramic tile • skylights
Motorcycles & ATV's
Insured/Free Estimates
$15,900. Call 753-7478
custom
bathrooms • pressuie washing
After 6-00p m
painting interior and exterior
2000 883 Sportster, 5,800 98 Ford F-150 Lariat Exmiles, $7,000. 753-7478 Cab, loaded & leather,
Many Quality References Available
After 6:00 p.m.
white/
pewter, 56,xxx
2001 Raptor Black and miles. $14,900, 753-0988.
B&B Barn Builders
LEE'S
White, $4,800.00 OBO
510
Pole barns, Sheds,
CARPET
436-5572
Campers
garages of any size
CLEANING
71 Honda 350 street bike.
You need it, we'll build it.
Place your 2x2 Classified Display ad.
*Carpets .Furniture
Looks and runs great! 1990 AlJo 26 Ft. 5th
For affordable
*Emergency water
$800 OBO. Days 753- wheel. Extra nice. 753quality service
Your ad will appear for 4 weeks in the
removal
8201. Nights 759-4017.
Call Mike or Ben.
3993
Murray
Ledger and Times & Shopper Guide
"Free
Estimates.
GO cart 5hp, 2 seater,
436-5233 or 210-6039.
1992 32ft Jayco 5th wheel
*Wrinkle Repair
at the low price of $250.00
$500. Day 753-8201,
camper, slide out, gas or
B&G Fencing
Ni.hts 759-4017.
*Quick Drying
a saying of $197.60
electric, A/C, new roof, &
*Residential "Farm
753-5827.
tire. awning, sleeps 6. Ex437-4650
Come by our office today or call
Used Cars
tra nice. 382-2325 after
339-8832
Mitchell Brothers
Tammy Stom
6.m
Paving Specializing in
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
1995 Chevy Camaro Z28
270-753-1916
-Asphalt paving
ROY HILL.
108,000 miles, garaged
*Seal coating
Septic system, gravel,
lady driven, loaded, leath
*Striping
SURE WAY
white rock
er. $6,995.00. 759-5882.
*Hauling
19 1/2 Cheetah Ski Boat, 8
TREE SERVICE
436-2113
1997 Mercury Grand Mar- passenger, 175HP, 4.3
/0)-0501
Stump Removal
quis, Silver, 58,xxx miles, Merc Cruiser, Blue &
BRANDON'S Outdoor
743-1537
Insured with full line of
new tires, warranty, leath- Beige, including stereo,
Services.
WALTERS
equipment.
er interior, one owner. Like depth finder & boat cover.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
CONTRACTING
Free estimates.
New $11 900. 767-9333
"Bush Hogging•Tilling.
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Extra nice, must see.
753-5484.
1997 Toyota Camry LE. $5,250.00. Call (270) 435(270)436-5277.
Siding, Addition, and Re"A Pack Rat's Nest"
113,xxx road miles; one 4486 after 5:00 p.m.
ROOF LEAKING?
yard Sale/Flea Market
CARPORTS Starting at modeling. Quality Work.
owner; one owner; all powCall a professional.
630
$675. installed. Roy Hill Over 30 Years ExperiDowntown
er; excellent condition;
435-4645
ence. Gerald Walters. 753Services Offered
(270)436-2113.
$6,750. 759-3175; 519Aurora,
KY
ROY
HOLLAND'S
2592.
CERAMIC Tile and
8854.
AUTO MECHANIC SHOP. Now thru Oct.
A
affordable
hauling
Hardwood
installlation.
All Types of Auto Repairs
1998 Grand Prix SE Charcleaning out garages, at
31, 2002
Very competitive rates.
coal, new tires, nice car.
306 Industrial Road
tics, gutters, junk, tree
All Major Appliances
Good references. (270)
Look for the signs.
56.800 00 489-2022
Wed-Fri.
9-5
work. 436-5141.
and Most Major Brands
881-1874 (Day). 753-7364
Monday-Friday.
2000 Black Hyundai ElanFurniture,
antiques,
7.30am-4pm
tra, good condition, sun- A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- (Night)
dolls, household
753-0520
roof, 44,xxx miles (270) ING junk clean up, clean- COMPLETE LAWN CARE
items, junk, new stuff
On
The
Square
•
Murray
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
TOM'S Window Cleaning
753-5859.
added weekly.
(270) 753-1713
OF MURRAY
work 436-2867
Painting,
Pressure Wash
2001 Aurora Olds, 4-door,
"Lawn Maintenance
A-1 Tree Service
767-9014
like new, garaged 5,500
*Bed mulching
Stump Removal.
miles. $23,950.00. 753270-753-6772
492-8737,
1319
437-3044.
2001 Red Corvette,
Free Fstimates
absolutely brand new.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
7,000 miles, Black sport
leather seats, smokeglass Decks, Home Additions,
removeable top, heads up Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Water Damaged Floors
Garages, Pole Barns, Metdisplay, fully loaded.
Braces & Floor Joists
$46,000 New. $38,900. al Buildings, Fencing.
Remodeling & Plumbing
First Come - First Serve
Quality
Workmanship.
435-4632.
Licensed'
88 Honda Accord LX
Please No Phone Calls
David Gallimore, Owner
753-7860 753-1194
158,XXX miles. $650.00.
Will Do Insurance Work
753-9479 or 759-1509 AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc
Visa & Mastercard Accepted
Nights
Free pickup, delivery. 4362867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
FENCING
*Complete Line
18Yrs experience.
Powered By,
"Free Estimates
New Construction"
*Insured
Remodeling* Repairs.
759-1519.
Concrete Work.

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

TOM ITANCE

D.G. LANDSCAPING

GENERAL

CONTRACTING

4

430
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"
UNION Planters Bank is
accepting offers on Lot 6
of Strawberry Fields. It interested please call 7531893. ext 5259 & leave
message. Union Planters
reserves the right to accept or reject any or all offers.
440
Lots For Sale
La,rge lot in Campbell Estates (270)753-7989
NORTHLAND Place
3+/-Acre Lots
with restrictions
759-9192
WOODGATE Subdivision
Lee qt. Cul-de-sac, Large
lot. 753-7799.
455
Acreage
52 Rolling Acres, 112
timber near New Concord,
$42,500, terms 753-9302
55 acres north of Lynn
Grove. 1 stock barn, 1 tobacco barn, and 2 stocked
ponds Will divide in smaller acreage. Call 270-4354588 between Sam- 2pm,
460
Homes For Sale
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
home. 21x24 garage,
fenced in yard. 1061 Robertson Road North. 7670405 Must Sell.
3BR, 1 bath brick home.
Large Family room, *detached carport. 1204 Mel
rose, shown by Appt. 7535892
3BR/1BA, 1503 Danbury,
1.320sq.ft. w/carport &
1,056sq. ft. Detached Garage $72,500.00. 7531406
4BR, 3 1/2 bath, approx
3,800 living space. 2yr old,
Robertson Road. See photos and info at
http . \\community
2 webtv.net/CBKWAR/
HouseForSale
753-1500
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708
NEAR Limy 3BR IBA, 1 5
story vinyl sided house,
appliances, gas floor furnance, 2 window air units,
bsmt immed possession,
only $49,000, Call 7594935
REMODELED 3br, sunroom. LR. 2 full bath,
QI-1/A, new vinyl siding, in
town $50.000.Call after
6pm 753-8023

caw
A. 753-2210
„
„anal& i

A MONTH OF ADVERTISING

Yard Sale
YARD SALE

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

David's Home
Improvement

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times

LOOK INTO OUR NEW PHOTO REPRINTS!

731.247.5422

NEED
CREDIT?

www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button
for more details!

WE
DELIVER!
.BANKRUPTCY
•SLOW CREDIT
-REPOSSESSIONS
•DIVORCE
The Original

1-800CAR-LOAN
24 Hour Hotline

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
• ompetitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
•NfetItiple no mcine);'cljWn programs
•No income/no asset verification
A
403,1
/
4
programs priced at conventional rates 411
AXE THINGS EASIER ON VCcRSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND W.;
OF OL R FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THF REST

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Purken•Darren 4 loner •Jacquelyn Hawn • Party Rude,
753-7407 • ill N. 12th St. Suite B

AGC Certified.
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical,
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geunn
-The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
-Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953
Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
-Driveways
*Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-22.79

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry. No job too
small (731)247-3015
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics
and Storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSECLEANING
3802

pilk

1j4iojO

New Classified Deadlines
- To Better Nerrice Our Cuxlmucts .-

PUBLISHED

DEADLINE

TIME

Monday

Friday

11 am

Shopper Guide"

Friday

11 am

Tuesday

Monday

11 am

Wednesday

Monday

5 pm

Thursday

Wednesday

11 am

Friday

Wednesday

5 pm

Saturday

Thursday

12 noon

753-

HYDRO CLEAN
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick, Decks,
Driveways, roots & More
Free Estimates
Stephen Alexander
270-527-8577
PAINTING
PAY LESS
Call Dan 753-9618

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please give me
information about Parkinson's disease. A friend was diagnosed with
nervous tremors and has been prescribed Inderal and Zantac. Since the
trembling of her mouth is a recent
condition, I think there is more to it
than mere nervousness. Have you any
suggestions?
DEAR READER: Parkinson's disease is a common neurological affliction due to degeneration of nerves
within a part of the brain called the
substantia nigra. The disease is characterized by movement disorders
(slowness, rigidity, tremor and poor
coordination), as well as cognitive
decline (poor memory, confusion and
dementia) in the later stages.
The diagnosis is usually based on
the appearance of the patient, who
typically exhibits impaired balance, a
paucity of coordinated movements, a
resting tremor and lack of facial
expression. Parkinson's disease is seldom associated only with tremor; the
other signs are usually present.
Treatment consists of levodopa, a
compound that replaces the substance (dopamine), which is lacking in
patients with Parkinson's disease.
Because your friend's condition is
marked only by tremors, without
other movement disorders. I doubt

that she has Parkinson's. Tremors are
caused by a variety of diseases,
including hyperthyroidism, multiple
sclerosis, Wilson's disease (an abnormality of copper metabolism), liver
malfunction and benign hereditary
tremor.
Nervousness and anxiety can cause
shakiness and jitteriness that resemble tremors; however, these symptoms typically come and go depending
on stress and apprehension.
Inderal (propanalob, a beta-blocker,
is an effective treatment for benign
hereditary tremor (a harmless, inherited annoyance) and for stress-related
tremulousness. Therefore, your
friend's doctor appears to be treating
her for a non-Parkinson's tremor.
Zantac, a drug used for peptic disease, has no place in the therapy of
tremors, so it is probably being prescribed for another condition altogether.
While I understand your desire to
help your friend, I believe that her
own physician is on the right track.
Nevertheless, a second opinion is certainly appropriate; your friend has the
option of requesting a referral to a
neurologist. This is a step she should
take if the Inderal fails to control her
symptom.
Because I mentioned MS as a possible cause of tremors, I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%

DEAR ABBY

1

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 18 years. Two years ago, I
met "Rita." She was "the girl of
my dreams," and we moved in
together. Our relationship was
"unstoppable." My wife and I began
divorce proceedings.
Three weeks ago, my doctor told
me there was a good chance I had
cancer. I needed more tests. I panicked and ran back to my wife and
children. I wanted them to hear it
from me. I told them I "might" get
very sick from the disease and the
treatment. I ended up going on a
one-week vacation with my family.
Rita said she understood I needed
to be with them.
On the first day of vacation, I
realized how much I missed Rita
and decided to call her. There was
no answer. When I called her the
next day at her job, she said,"I have
moved on," and hung up. I was
shocked because she had always
told me we were "soul mates and
.our love would never die." Now she
won't give me the time of day and
has threatened to notify the police it
I keep calling.
Abby, the irony is - I don't have
cancer. It's four small cysts. At my
suggestion, my wife agreed to email Rita to tell her that I am not
sick after all, and that she and I are
not sleeping together. So far there
has been no response from Rita.
Now I don't know what to do. I
think Rita broke up with me not
knowing all the facts. What do you
think?
HEALTHY AND UNHAPPY
IN ONTARIO,CANADA

LOOKING BACK

AARP has a 28-year history of
bereavement auppert, &Rd since
Sept. 11 has developed new grief
and loss programs and resources
that are available to anyone, not
just AARP members.
AARP's Web site, www.griefandloss.org, offers extensive information,
resources and support, including
chat rooms and discussion boards,
consumer tips, online journaling and
information on support groups and
their locations. AARP also provides a
wide range of publications in English
and Spanish designed to reach all
bereaved adults.
Abby, we are also offering your
readers a free brochure titled,
"Understanding the Grief Process."
This brochure provides an overview
of grief and loss, its unique impact,
and resources to assist individuals
and their families in the grief
process. Readers can order their free
copy (Order No. D168321 by calling
our toll-free number 18001424-3410.
Together, we can help bereaved
adults begin rebuilding their lives.
SUSAN KOVAC ECKRICH,
DIRECTOR,AARP GRIEF
AND LOSS PROGRAMS

DEAR SUSAN: Thank you for
your timely letter. Although
your programs are intended for
friends and families of people
who died as a result of last
year's terrorist attacks, I am
sure they will also be helpful to
many others who are struggling
with the emotions that accompany the loss of a loved one.

10 years ago
Published are pictures of aiddren between the ages of 4 to 6 and
7 to 10 years at the Day Camp held
by First Baptist Church at the Murray-Calloway County Park and the
church. Joetta Kelly, minister of
preschool and children, was the director.
Joseph and Mary Gertten were
married for 60 years today, Sept. 3.
Births reported include a boy to
Laura and Brennan Wiley and a girl
to Debra and Michael Daniel. Aug.
29; a girl to Tammy and David
Stom. Aug. 30.

20 years ago
Published is a picture of workers
sorting and shifting materials transported from former offices of Calloway County Extension Office to
new facilities at 201 South 4th St..
Room B-1. located in the basement
of Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex. The photo was by Staff Photographer Greg Travis,

Shirley Jeanne Elkins and the
Rev. Dale Sheridan were married
July 24 at Salem Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. Mark J. and Debbie Waffler,
Aug. 18; a boy to David E. and
Donna Jackson. Aug. 19: a girl to
David and Nancy Curtis and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Graves Fer-

guson. Aug. 29.
30 years ago
Murray State University has
added 24 new faculty members for
the 1972-73 school year, according
to Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president.
Published is a picture of Calloway County Homemakers at a
council meeting at Murray Federal

*5*

DEAR HEALTHY AND
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
UNHAPPY: The "girl of your Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips,
and was founded by her mother,
dreams" turned out to be a
(September, 2002)
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
nightmare,
and
you
have
failed
"Multiple Sclerosis."
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
to recognize a blessing in dis- Los Angeles, CA 90069.
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 13-year-old
guise. Rita wasn't planning to
son weighs 117 pounds and stands
Fixed Annuity
be with you for the long haul.
almost 6-feet tall. My concern is that
Instead of "for better or for
This competitive interest rate is guarCONTRACT BRIDGE
he is pigeon-chested. Will the condianteed for one year upon issue and
worse, in sickness and in
tion
be
less
noticeable
when he puts health," she planned on only
is subject to change on policy
more weight on? He's very self-conanniversary dates. However, regard"for better and in health."
scious.
less of rate changes over the years,
Thank heavens you found out
Southern Farm Bureau Life guaranDEAR READER: A certain amount before you invested anymore South dealer.
somely when declarer next led the
tees the rate will never decrease
of pigeon-chesting in a young person
precious time in her.
Both sides vulnerable.
six of hearts and played the five on
below 3 00°. Since early surrender
will either correct itself with time or
charges apply, please call for details.
NORTH
it,
thus retaining the lead in
***
will produce no health problems when
4 A 974
dummy.
he gets older. However, any severe
DEAR ABBY: We are fast
K6
South's third good play came
deformity should be checked out by
approaching the first anniversary of
+ 9742
when he ruffed another spade,
his doctor, since heart and lung probHwy. 121
Sept. 11, 2001. For those who expe+964
pursuing his plan to reduce his
lems can develop if the breastbone is
Bypass
rienced the death of a loved one, the
WEST
EAST
trump length to that of East's. The
pushed out too far. His doctor can
anniversary of that unforgettable
753-4703
•K QJ 6 3
4852
effect ofthese initial plays was that
advise you about his condition.
day will rekindle feelings of proAd #99ANN006
VQ 432
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterpme Assn_
declarer's only remaining trumps
found loss and pain.
•A Q J 8 6 3
•10
were A-10-9, while East still had
+Q8
4 J 10 7 5 2 the Q-4. .
SOUTH
South would have preferred
+ 10
to be in dummy at this point in
1._CO NI la 1 E
A J 10 9 8 7 5
order to ruff still another spade,
•K 5
but he was in his own hand and had
SORRY,
4A K 3
to find a way to force West to give
BUT 1-14AT'S
The bidding.
him another ruff.
OUR EXPRESS
South
West
North East
He accomplished this by makLUNCH STARTER
1V
2•
Pass
Pass ing his fourth good play when he
PISTOL
3V
34
4V
cashed the A-K of clubs, denuding
Opening lead-king ofspades.
West of his clubs. Now came
How often do you have to declarer's fifth good play when he
make six good plays in a row to exited with the king of diamonds.
make a contract? Surely not often,
West took the king with the
but here's a case where declarer
ace and cashed the queen of diaperformed that feat.
monds, but then had to lead a
West led the king of spades spade or a diamond. South ruffed
against four hearts, taken with
the return, reducing his holding to
dummy's ace. South now made his the A-10 of hearts and three of
first good play when he ruffed a clubs, while East had the Q-4 of
spade with the seven of hearts.
hearts and jack of clubs. Declarer
ALEXIS
South made his second good now exited with a club-good play
BRIANA
SARA
POWER DRESSING,
ACCOUNTING GENIUS
SALES DYNAMO.
play when he led thejack ofhearts, No. 6 - forcing East to win and
LEGAL WHIZ.
THE NEXT GENERATION
WILL Of IRON.
FINELY HONED SKILLS.
not the five, to dummy's king. This yield the last two tricks and the
RCCK-SOLID OPINIONS.
r
ABS OF STEEL
FINELY TONED THIGHS
ROCK- HARD &LUTES
I BELIEVE
well-considered play paid offhand- contract.
SHALL WE

Slow and Steady Wins the Race

I

innu

s

1

HE'S UNCONSCIOUS.
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BEGIN THE
MEETING 7

and Savings Loan with Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer,. prrsWcnt,
_
Mrs. Anton Herndon is secretary treasurer. Seven county chairpersons and 19 club presidents were
present. The photo was by Stall
Photographer David Hill.
A history of Sinking Spring Baptist Church is published in Sept. I
issue. It was read at the recent anni-

versary celehratioft.of the church,
organized in 1831.
40 years ago
Calloway County High School
has enrolled 634 students for the
fall term, according to Principal
William B. Miller.
Army Pfc. Charles E. Housden.
son of Mrs. Ruby Housden. is serving as a missile launcher crewman
with the 12th Artillery 's Battery B
at Fort Benning, Ga.
Recent births reported at MurrayHospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Knight. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Rudolph. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Adams. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Grubbs and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hanherry.
50 years ago
Serving in the North Korean
Combat Area aboard the landing
ship dock USS Fort Mission is
James E. Buchanan. gunner's mate
seaman. U.S. Navy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Buchanan of Murray.
The Boy Scout Camporee will he.
at Bear Creek Boy Scout Reservation on Kentucky Lake Sept. 19 to
22 with W.B. Moser. Everett Jones,
Jerry Dent. Rue Overby. Bob
Moyer, Ed
Fenton, Oliver
McLemore and Dr. Castle Parker in
charge.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday-. Sept. 3. the
246th day of 2002. There are 119
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 3. 1783. the Treaty of
Paris between the United States and
Great Britain officially ended the
Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1189. England's King Richard
I (the Lion-Heal-Rd) was crowned
in Westminster.
In 1967, motorists in Sweden began driving on the right-hand side
of the road, instead of the left.
In 1967. the original version of
the television game show "What's
My Line''." hosted by John Charles
Daly. broadcast its final episode after more loan 17 years on CBS.

In 1976. the unmanned U.S.
spacecraft Viking II landed on Mars
to take the first close-up, color photographs of the planet's surface.
In 1978, Pope John Paul I was

installed as the 264th pontiff of the
Roman Catholic Church.
One year ago: Four days into a
world conference against racism.
the United States and Israel walked
out of the U.N. meeting in South
Africa, accusing Arab nations of hijacking the summit as a platform to
embarrass the Jewish state. It was
announced that high-tech giant
Hewlett-Packard was busing Compaq Computer for about $25 billion

dollars in a blockbuster merger..
Movie critic Pauline Kael died in
Great Barrington. Mass., at age 82.
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FREEDOM IS600D, MANBUT THERE'S PERKS-TO
BEING Hemel No RENT,
NO GRocERy SILLS, NO
CAR INSURANC-E VOL)
MUST HAVE. SAVED A
WADI

I DID OK , BUT I
SPENT A LOT MORE
THAN I EXPECTED TO
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OF THE HOUSE!
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1 Fern honorific
2 "Alley
3 Town in oaters
4 Lady's apparel
5 Egyptian sun
god

4

31

PIGS

DOWN

12

22

modern hi:tor to thrtm a no-hitter.
Answer to Previous Puzzle

w

HOW V.1146 "JOUR SUMMER
LIZ?
OK,BUT I THINK
I'LL STAy UP NORTH
NEXT '/EAR. AFTER
HAVING My FREEDOM,
IT'S SO HARD TO
LIVE v.IITH My FOLKS
AGAIN.

F

1 Downy fungi
5 Annoy
9 Cut wood
12 Bellow
13 In a while
14 Sine - non
15 Wild time
17 Not a good idea
19 On terra firma
21 "Kiss Me, -"
22 Garment
edges
24 Not him or her
25 Science class
26 Rope-a-dope
boxer
27 Jumble
29 Milk qty.
31 West of
Hollywood
32 Not off
33 Such as.
briefly
34 Hare's hair
35 Tin, in
formulas
36 Tree trunk

SM 0041
= MIElm

Fc I

coverers
38 Brazilian port
39 Freshen
40 Bull Moose
initials
41 Fall mo.
42 Oil drilling
platforms
44 Painters'
supports
46 Invigorating
48 Conduits
51 Livy's three
52 Reduce
calories
54 Wander about
55 Hiree's info
56 Tacks on
57 Attention
getter

56

St. Louis Cardinals pitcher Bud

45NI
All
dr
54
ill
.

57

III
III

11
16
18
20

Use hip boots
Geezer's reply
Approve
Ominous
signs
22 Grocery buys
25
3 Zest forlife
25 Trouser
Fasten
Sly looks
Witty remark
Horse's gait
Wall paintings
yb
maybe
37 Put on a play
39 Repeatedly
41 Drink noisily
42 Box-score
stats
evepliasot _
43
44
Bagnold
45 Wynn or Lopat
47 Boise's st.
49 HBO receivers
50
table
53 Poet Eliot's
(flits.
27
28
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30
34
36
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'N Sync singer denied
Russian space flight
MOSCOW (AP) — 'N Sync
singer Lance Bass has been asked to
leave Russia's cosmonaut training
program and will not be the world*s
third space tourist, a Russian space
official said Tuesday.
Sergei Gorbunov, spokesman tor
the Russian Space Agency, said the
decision to end negotiations with
Bass was made in connection with
"crude violations" of his contract.
Gorbunov said Bass, who had
hoped to fly to the International
Space Station aboard a Russian
Soyuz rocket on Oct. 28, would be
leaving Russia's Star City within the
next few hours.
.
'It's over," Gorbuitov said.
The U.S. pop star had been granted numerous deadline extensions
after failing to corneup with the $20
million needed to secure his seat.
Bass' supporters have blamed paperwork problems for the delay.
Bass began training in July at Star
City, and just returned to Russia on
Sunday after spending a week at
NASA's Johnson Space Center in
Houston with • the other two crew
members.
Jeff Manber, president of
MUCorp, which had been working

on behalf of Bass, continued to
express optimism Tuesday that the
mission would go ahead.
"It is a little dramatic to say he
was kicked out." said Manber, who
added that he was headed into another meeting with Russian space officials to discuss the payment details.
"He was training at Star City yesterday. He is not training today, but
he will be back there probably tomorrow or the day after."
Gorbunov said that in place of
Bass, the Russians would likely send
up a cargo container with extra
equipment
needed
on
the

International

_Space

Station.

Gorbunov said the container has
already been prepared and is ready to
go.
Bass, 23, would have been the
youngest person yet in space. Last
year, California businessman Dennis
Tito became the first space tourist
despite opposition from NASA,
which at the time opposed sending
nonprofessionals to space. South
African Internet tycoon Mark
Shuttleworth made the trip this
spring. Unlike Bass, those two did
not rely on corporate sponsors to pay
for the trip.

Thousands will re-enact Ky.'s
biggest Civil War battle
PERRYVILLE. Ky. (AP) — protected battlefield land from 98
Perryville's 750 or so residents will acres to nearly 600. The group also
host •some 24,000 people next has spent about $3.5 million to
month as a Civil War re-enactment acquire 25 properties, including
group comes to town to mark the land and several crucial battlefield
anniversary of the Battle of. structures, such as the Crawford
Perryville.
and Dye houses, which were
Visitors will not only be able to Confederate headquarters and field
see battles, field hospitals and hospitals.
camps. but also will be invited to
Many Civil War sites don't
tour Merchant's Row,a 19th-centu- allow re-enactments on the actual
ry mercantile district in Perryville.
battlefields. but Perryville does,
All 500 motel rooms in Boyle said Chuck Warnick of Frankfort,
County are already booked for the the commander of the federal reevent, said Kay Berggren, execu- enactors for the North-South
tive director of the Danville-Boyle Alliance.
•
County Convention & Visitors
"That's a big attraction,"
Bureau. The estimated economic Warnick said. "You can stand there
boost from lodging, food and other and look across that field and pretty
retail sales will be sizable.
much sec what the soldier did. You
"I am told that this event could can't do that at Gettysburg. You
have an impact of $1 million." said can't do it at Antietam. And for us
Bersgren, whoets that figure from to be able to recreate these battles is
state tourism forecasters.
—
Between 3,000 and 5.000 reMore than 7,500 soldiers were'
enactors from all over the United killed or wounded at Perryville. The
States and from overseas are lack of a decisive Confederate vicexpected to attend. Another 20,000 tory meant that Kentucky remained
people are expected to watch the re- 'in Union hands for the rest of the
enactment.
war.
The North-South Alliance. a
"When the battle of Perryville
Civil War re-enactment group. was done, both armies were pretty
chose Perryville as the site of its well done," Warnick said. "The
national re-enactment because this Confederates left the state, and
is the 140th anniversary of the Oct. from that point on for the rest of the
8, 1862, battle fought west of town. ..war_ there
was no
major
Organizers anticipate that the Oct. Confederate movement in the
4-6 event will raise awareness state."
about the battle's importance and
the town's efforts to become a Civil
War showplace.
Perryville can tell not only the
military story, but also the impact
_the hAttle•had on towns

le who

tended to the wounded, said
Clarence Wyatt, president of the
Perryville Battlefield Preservation
Association.
"We think we're distinctive
among all the country's Civil War
sites:: said Wyatt. a Centre College
history professor. "Certainly others
are better known, but we're working to remedy that. One of the
things that makes us distinctive is
the totality of the story that can be
told here."
Perryville hosted another nation
al re-enactment in 1992, but thL
year's event is expected to be much
larger. One reason is that the battlefield preservation association has
graduallracquired, more land that
was the seek. of Civil War action.
Since 1995,'tile non-profit association has increased the amount of

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE B1GAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Sept 4, 2002.
Use your wit and intelligence to aim for
more of what you want. Take your time
making decisions, not allowing others to
push you into taking action. You have a
strong sixth sense. Humor becomes a
greater part of your life this year. Your
perspective will make all the difference
in how you handle personal and professional matters. Use your strong imagination at work, but don't deny your organizational skills, either. If you're single,
you will enjoy socializing and will meet
people through your work and money
dealings. You will witness a dynamic
relationship develop in 2003. You will be
delighted by the natural bond between
you two. If you are attached, your relationship will benefit from frequent getaways together. You become much closer and more willing to be vulnerable.
Spend money on each other more often.
Indulge each other more often. LEO
helps you in subtle ways.

ings A financial arrangement might need
some adjustment Listen to different suggestions Tonight Have a long-overdue
talk

GENIE('(May 2I -June 20)
***** Keep reaching out for others.

Your delightful sense of what works
comes into play. Do what comes naturally: saying the nght thing at the nght time.
As a result, you advance a key project.
Reach out for others. Stay playful.
Tonight: Flirt up a storm.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your finances assume a predominant role. Discussions force a transformation of your plans, office arrangement or daily pattern. Ultimately, you're
building stability. Worry less; flow more,
especially with a caring family member.
Tonight: Do some fall shopping!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
* *** You make waves. Others
respond as if your words have tidal proportions. You might need to add some
charm if you want to influence the
results. Confusion surrounds a child or
loved one you care a lot about. Ferret out
the truth. Tonight: As you like it.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Have
5-Dynamic.
4-Positive; **** Recognize what might be moti3-Average. 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
vating you, as well as others. A different
•
approach becomes possible once you
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
understand the basis of the issue.
***** Your inquisitive and lively Understand more of what you need in
manner takes you in a new direction. Be order to make yourself happy. Loosen
realistic about a change in menu. up. Tonight: Take a break from the whirlBrainstorm with others and share what wind.
looks like terrific ideas. Stretch and find LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
other sources. Seek out experts. Tonight: ***** Put your best foot forward.
Select who you want to treat and indulge. Reverse plans, if need be. Associates
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
play into your success. Understanding
*** Evaluate what might be.happen- reaches a new dimension if you're willmg within a key relationship. This person ing to relax and break past boundaries.
could be changing significantly. Loosen Step back and willingly say you're sorry.
up and remain positive with your deal- Tonight: Where the action is.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
* Bosses seek you out for
answers and suggestions. Intensity marks
a money decision. N'ou go in a new direction without a second thought. Carefully
reorganize your budget. Confusion surrounds a personal matter. Let it go
Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Head in the right direction,
and everyone around you.will cheer. You
might have some difficulty backing off a
negative track, but you'll prove to be
successful. You can do it! Do needed
research. Return calls. Detach and gain
perspective. Tonight: Follow the music
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-lan. 19)
**** Play along with an associate or
partner. This person heads you in a new
direction. Allow more input into your
decisions, recognizing that nearly anything is possible if you can back off your
position. A yellow light flashes around
money. Careful! Tonight: Make special
time for a loved one.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others call the shots. You
might not be seeing an individual too
clearly. Review a personal matter that

involves a fnendstup more carefully You
might decide to head in a new direction
as a result Reach out for others Tonight
Accept an invitation
PISCES (Feb I9-March 20)
*** Pressure builds with others
Laughter helps you see a personal matter
a lot differently Pnontize projects You
deal with others positively, mobilizing
the available energy A boss appreciates
your ability to lead Tonight Choose
something relaxing
BORN TODAY
Actress and dancer Mitzi Gaynor k 1930)

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for
more details!
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You'll still take
pride in a hard
day's work.

GDUNG?

How ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
VVoodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deferred
Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is:

5%

for the f.sr mart'

ocked el form. year

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
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www.woodmen.com
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SULLIVAN'S
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111-24141 Yards •

nem I.rass Green

1647 N. 16th St.• Murray.la • 753-1152

Lynn
Sullivan
PGA Teaching
Professional

Golf Lessons
$20

UM

ONE

Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3
18 Holes $5
Weekends & Holidays
18 Holes $8
9 Holes $5
Golf Carts
9 Holes...$3.50 18 Holes...$7.00
$1.00
Rental Sets
Driving Range
$2.25
$2.00
Miniature Golf
Softball & Baseball
511c
Batting Cages

GREEN FEES FOR 18 HOLES
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And the decisions about your
banking will stay right here.

You've probably noticed
that your Area Bank is
now Branc,h Banking and

ment philosophy that keeps
the important decisions

Trust- BBC for short And
while there's a new sign

right here in town where
they belong What will be
new are the expanded

out front, what's inside will

services and options avail-

seem quite familiar Starting

able to you As for the
friendly service that makes

with many of the same

people you've counted on

a local bank feel different,

for years. And a manage-

that's not going anywhere

BI3&T

